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The drums beat low, the old man walked to the middle
of the circ le. uttered a rau~ou cry threw down his hoe, and
raised his arms to the sky; the implement started turning
on its axis as if invisible hands were manipulating it.
"Sn1[lshing!" Birama turned to his sister. "Did you
see it?"
The drums grumbled, the old man picked up the hoe,
tossed it into the air this time and shouted again. All faces
tilted skyward. The hoe did not fall down, and \vhile their
eyes seemed to search for it in pace, the old man went and
knelt dO\\l1 n10tionless in front of the drums.
ome tin1e
later he was seen rising with his hoe on his shoulder.
"Super! 11 Birama shouted. Murmurs rose from
among the spectators.
Small sonorous drums announced the weavers. A
'dried-up old man, tall of frame appeared on the scene, a
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THE ZANDE TRICKSTER by E E Evans-Prit01~ard
(Oxford University Press)
So far, one of the common factors unifying the series
in the Oxford Library of African Literature has been their
excellent introductions. But, the introduction to
The Zande Trickster' is just fantastic. Maybe it is because
I personally am behind with the news of the latest
anthropological approacl1 s but I mean, here is a European
anthropologist who is talking of Africans as though they were
real hwnan beings and their institutions real human
institutions. Professor Evans - Pritchard actually goes
out of his way to refer to "monarchs, kingdoms, and delegations of authority to provincial governors ... 11 And somewhere
he even described the Azande as "so-called primitive." I
say, what is the world coming to? Of course, he also goes
out of his \\ ay to say that "Nor were the Azande unacquainted
with cannibalism, for some of them practised it"; although
it is extremel) difficult to find evidence to support the
statement from the present work. This should worry no
one· though. In time, African cannibalism, even where it
existed, shall come to be seen in terms of the general nature
of man's mind and his history, especially as now, we all
know that "under extreme stress" normally civilized men
and women have been known to eat human flesh - as, for
example, in cities under siege and concentration camps.
But the introduction is as usual a wealth of knowledge.
For instance, some of us learn here for the first time that
homosexuality has been a common practice in a traditional
Afric an soc iety!

loincloth in his hand. The drums beat lowly. The cloth
rolled itself into a ball, got entangled, and straightened
itself again at its master's call. Birama was no longer
$aying anything, why should he? But he could hardly
suppress his surprise when with a flourish of horns old
Djigui. appeared in a hunter's full regalia, carrying his gun.
"It's uncle, it's uncle," he said to Kany, "look at
him!" ...

from' ous I' orage' or 'Kan\' (Les Presses Universelles,
Avignon. 1957: Presence Africaine. 1963), a novel describing the clash between the old and new generation over traditional marriage customs. l\I. Badian, a Malian is also
the author of a play, 'La Mort de Chaka' (Presence
Africaine. 1962)
Even those of us who do not know anything about the
Zande connections with West Africa will find it quite easily
to agree with the editor that there is a West Mrican,
cspe2 iaIly Akan (Ashanti, Fanti et al) flavour about these
folk-tales. T_1is is not really unusual. It is only one more
proof for those who are interested in seeing evidences of
the cultural unity of the continent, that Africans have been
swapping folk-tales for a long time. There are several
motifs, and sometimes wll0le [-:.emes, thc:t keep cropping
up all over the 20ntinent. 1 Certainly, there seems to be very
few differences between Ture, the hero of the Zande tales
and the equally ubiquitous Kweu Ananse of the Akan. Not
only.do both names in fact mean "the spider", but
we also encounter here, the same roguery, the same selfish
sense of humour and its resulting vicious practical jokes.
Somehow, Ture is as much fun as Ananse. They share an
enigmatic broadness which ordinary human beings find
fascinating. Furthermore, I disagree with the editor's
implication that this fascination \\'ith roguery has anything to
do with an especial Zande psyche.
The capacity to be delighted by a rogue is no more Zande
than it is Akan or English. Other\vise T'Vl1at could possibly
account for the popularity of Falstaff? 1 If a rogue breaks down
occasionally \vith consideration for others, we find him all the
more bewitching. And one should imagine that that is how
Robin Hood managed to be a hero for English children until
Superman, Batman etc. invaded the field. For all his meanness:
the third story in the collection tells of how" Ture showed
people its fire place and they knew about fire by this. "
This business of the child in every man and woman on earth
is a cliche, but it is also true. And I do not seem to get
Professor Evansr- Pritchard s m aning when he says that
, Therefore incidents which may appear to us as going beyond
the dramatic lin1its of fantasy, to be so preposterous as to
lack exc itement, humour, or even interest, intrigue and
1 c. g. The very versatile theme of the reluctant beauty who,

spurning her parents' pick of the choicest men in the land,
away to marry a handsome somebody of her own choice,
and to her own misery and everybody's tragedy. A Yoruba
version is one of the themes in Tutuola I s The Palm -Wine
Drinkard and appears under the heading. Mrs. Efua Sutherland
changed the ending of an ~ap version ano used the main story
as the basis of her pbem and short story, New Life in
Kyerefaso and later her play., Foruwa. And from one or two
indications, it seems that it ,vill 8ppear again in some other
modern West African work. It surely is a long \vay from the
Gulf of Guinea to the Kalahari desert, but we find other
\'ersions of the story there, this time among the Hottentots.
See: The Wonder Worker of the Plains. Bollinge Series XII
Pantheon.
go~s
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amuse the Azande, because in them a sardonic twist is
given to what could conceivably happen in a situation not
wholly unfamiliar to them as it would be for us." Are we
talking about folk-tales? Is there a limit to fantasy in tales,
stories, marchen and myths? And what incredible action is
attributed to Ture which is more fantastic than what the
Graeco-Roman gods and goddesses were said to be capable
of? One would have thought that in the country of fantasy
anything is possible whether it is peopled by half-human-halfanimal or half -human -half -divine creatures. Nor do I
accept the theory that the Azande are fascinated with Ture's
or any other folk-tale character's exploits because they
themselves practise magic. Again, how do very rational (?)
European men and women come to believe in Christianity with
its virgin births, miracles, angels and what-nots? But in
more practical terms, one would like to lmow how Professor
Evans-Pritchard explains the fact that non-Azandes, like
Americans and English, sit through films of the Wild West,
with their heroes who just never die no matter how many
arrows or gun blasts their bodies receive. And how sometimes
these audiences do not only sit through these films, but some of
them actually manage to identify with these heroes - and what
heroes!
Anyone who claims to lmo,va little bit of Ananse or
Tortoise of other African folk-tales would say that the stories
in the collection under discussion are good but not exceptionally
so. But that is, of course, neither the fault of the Azande nor
.of the editor. Not all Africans with excellent stories and
impeccable narrative powers lmo~.v when collectors and
translators are around. And it would be naive to expect the
reverse to be true either. On the whole, most of the tales
concern very normal exploits of Ttire himself, especially
the problem of his lazines s and how to procure termites.
As is usual in a group of African folk-tale s, one or two of
these touch the cosmic or creation theme; for example,
How Ture released the water and How Ture spread fire
over the earth; but there are remarkably very few of
these. There is one refreshing novelty here though.
And that is Nanzagbe, one of the wives of Ture. Not
many folk-tales feature her sort. Almost a counterpart
to the rogue-hero himself, she is a veritably clever
woman WI10 knows her husband thoroughly, and though not
the least bit mean or aggressive herself, would not stand
any nonsense from him. Nanzagbe is delightful.
Altogether', the collection is an evidence of a
thorougl: scholarship. Professor Evans-Pritchard
acknowledges the contribution of his other translators
by quoting their initials at the beginning of individual
translations. It puts the stories in an attractive personal
context. He does something else which is equally helpful
and very interesting. That is, at the end of the book,
he gives several versions of some of the motifs.
Reading these different versions is an eye -opener and [l
pleasure. This type of exercise gives one something
like the inside story of how folk-tales are made and what
factors go into play to make a person lmow one version of a
story and not the other. Finally, although one cannot
argue with the fact that no modern Western language can
possibly convey all the ingredients, the subtleties and
nuances of anyone classical African folk-tale, those in
'The Zande Trickster'read very well. One does not feel
that one is missing too much in translation. We only
hope, now that such collections are becoming more
available, that educators in Africa will be tempted to
convert some of them into school texts. For, no people
can do much without a solid knOWledge of their native
myths. One cannot see how "modern Africans" could
"prove different.

~~~~~~NG
Anne-Louise Edwards
HOLD MY HAND I'M DYING by John Gordon Davis
(Michael Joseph)
KINSMAN AND FOREMAN by T. M. Aluko
(Heinemann Educational Books)
Here are two books which illuminate for me one of
the most depressing things in literature about Africa to~ay.
The first book is what is generally known, and is descrIbed
on the blurb as "a book of heartfelt sincerity, authenticity
and passion, on an universal theme". Translated into.
ordinary English that phrase usually describes, espec Ially
in cases like this, a book of coarse and uninventive fantasy,
rubber-stamped throughout with atrocities. The blurb
and cover encourage the reader to believe that, while he
is getting his kicks out of multi-racial sadism, he is also
doing his bit for humanity.
Actually, in "Hold My Hand I'm Dying"by John
Gordon Davis, he will be reading one of the most boring,
unauthentic and nonsensical bits of rubbish that has yet
to come my way, but nowadays this sort of book about
Africa is greatly in demand. The recipe of Africa, sex,
torture, and for some reason, persistent and recurrent
castration of men and animals, is a most popular one.
The great pity is that the second book, "Kinsman
and Foreman" by T. M. Aluko, which does have the ring
of authentic ity, will probably only sell to the already
initiated, \vho know Aluko's work.
This is partly because it has a dismal blurb and cover
(which resembles a government handbook on tractors), and
partly because people prefer to think of life in Africa as an
orgy of blood-lust, and forget that not by Africans but by
Eu~opeans the greatest crimes against humanity have been
committed, 311 in this century.
"It is hot in the Zambezi Valley. In the spring it is
.pregnantly hot, feverish, and the loins of all the valley's
creatures it2h for the new season. In the spring the bull
elephants trumpet and seek out and mount their cows again,
the lions rumble over their slinky lionesses, indeed all
livinQ" things snort and chase their willing womenfolk. "
o With a loud snort, Joseph Mahoney, High Court
Advocate in Rl-:odesia, pursues three ideal images, Africa
the African, and his mistress Suzie de Villiers, through
600 pages of sex, violence, and political harangue, whi.ch
Mr. Davis has written out for his public with great patIence
and industry. \\!ha cares that it reads like a fairy story
for children translated from one language to another by
someone familiar ,"vith neither, when there is so much
wild life for the blacks, the whites, and the animals?
On the subject of Africa and the Africans, Mahone y
is put before us as a genuine liberal non -racialist white
Rhodesian, in a hell of a fix over the future of the Africans
in his country (as he would put it), an attitude not, alas,
reflected in his manners (Africans are all munts, wogs and
kaffirs). I liked the blurb-writers claim, that Mahoney and
his Zulu servant Samson are "bound by great mutual
respect and affection", to describe a Kaffir/Nkosi
relationship. Not much sign here that the kaffir felt
affection or the nI:cosi respect. Basically, howeve~, the
racialists and non-racialists all agree that the AfrIcans are
just dumb creatures who mean no harm, and would have been
quite happy raping their womenfolk and mismanaging their
farms; if the Reds hadn't got at them and made them all into
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terrorists. On~ further thing is quite clear: from the \vay
they spc0k in this book, all Africans in Rhodesia are either
babes in arms or certifiable lunD.tics
For lue, the high spots in books of this kind, are the
atrocities cOIDlnitted by the Africans. For by these, he
\vill in the cnd be judged, just as the \vhite man, for example,
\voulc1 8.'\lJCct to be judged by the Moors murders or Haig's
ac id bn ths. If the atroc iUes are not up to standard and
described with a reasonable an1.ount of gory detail, the \vhole
book \\·ill :::>uffer and the reader will feel cheated as though
the \\'hjt2 man had in the end only been judged by the offence
of s lling potatoes short, a fiddling post-office offence or
being rude to a policeman. But readers of this book need
have no such fears on this account.
As for sex: - Mahoney regards women f8.ther like
hot, sticky toffee, "You feel you could go crazy for the
soft s\\'eet sec ret sticky slilny hot beautiful depths of
woman, the in and out and the suckiness of WOlnen ."
All sez.-.'UDJ incidents are described with the san1e degree
of s\veaty salacity.
The book ends with Tvlahoney having a long and furious
argun1.ent about Rhodesia with a racialist friend. l\l:lx, \vho
tells him that helping the ''logs \von It \vork and, if he t~res
it, his farm will be a failure. Soon after, U. D. 1. takes
place, which Mahoney has ahvays opposed, and onc night,
much to his surprise, his farln is razed to the ground and
his animals butchered. Confronted \vith the genitals of
his favourite bull pinned to the back door, Ma:~oney is
converted and becomes an ardent supporter of the Snl ith
regime.
If he couldn It see that Max and his boys did it,
I'm not having him defend lne in court. As Gide sa id,
"Le moins le blanc est intell igent, le plus le nail" lui
parait bete. 11
It is a great relief to turn to IIKinsman and Forcn1.an 11. a
novel by T. M. Aluko. This is a story about the difficulties'
which beset the hero, Titus Oti, on his return from London
University, to take up the post of District Engineer in
Ibala, his home-to\vn in Western Nigeria.
He is the only African on the senior service list of
engineers, and is treated \vith typical rudeness and distrust
by his British colleagues. Ho\\'ever" he does receive a little
sympathy from Mr. McBain, \vhom he mistakes for an
Englishman.
IllScotsman my friend I he (McBain) corrected haughtily.
'You and I are one in our objective, Mr. Oti, the total
destruction of the imperialist dragon' ~ He continued after
a pau.se. In that direction I n1ust admit that you are here
succeec1inf.:; better than \v in Scotland, even though we have
been fighting the common enemy much longer than you I. 11
Titus wishes to be posted avvay from his home-tO\V11 to
avoid the enlotional appcnls of his mother, the religious
bla2krnail of Pastor Morakinyo (who cares for nothing
I~U.t a new church), and above all to escape from his
kInsman and foreman'~ th corrupt Simeon Oke. Titus is
forced to stay as D. E. at Thala, and life speedily becomes
PUZZling and intolerable as his falnily and their friends
beg for money, attempt to bribe him, and \\'orst of all
aCCUse him of wronging Simeon by trying to have the
rascal tr~Hlsferred to the Cameroons.
Siffieon really is a complete crook, who seduces and
blackmails vvhere he can and misuses P. W.D. Labour and
funds. As he usually employs the latter to make firm
friend even firmer, only THus realises the extent of his
\ illainy.
Gossip about the cruel behaviour of Titus to
Simeon rages in Ibala, and in the All Races Club. and
Titus is blamed when eventually Simeon is arrested on the
strength of an anonymous letter. Needless to say Sin1eon
wriggles out of it all at the time, helped by the ju -ju n1an
and his defp.nce lawyer, Chris Daniels, and Titus gets the
1

\vorst of it. Pa Joel, Titus's great-uncle, observed
sadly that Titus !'has no interest in farms. That is the
truth. I think \\ hen he went to the white man's country
he has read books beyond the point \\'~1ere people are
interested in farms I' .
By the end Simeon is at last in the Cameroons and
Titus is temporarily happy because his fiancee is on her
way to Thala to marry him. But the book finishes on a
cynical note, and we feel that the troubles of Titus Oti
B. Sc (Eng) (London) are far from over.
I strongly recommend this book; it is very eventful
and well written with economy of style and a great sense
qf the ridiculous.

Timothy Holmes
RIGHTS OF PASSAGE by Edward Brath\.vaite
(Oxford University Press)
MASKS by Edward Brath\\ aite (Oxford
University Press)
With these volumes we now have two thirds of the finest
poem that the Afro-American \vorld has produced. Edward
Brath\vaite, born in Barbados, and brought up to that
peculiar type of non -existence \vhich besets any people
bereft of culture and tradition, sets out to explore, to find
,vhere he and his fellow Afro-Americans really belong in the
\vorld. He goes first to the United States, then to Europe,
and discovers that wherever he travels he is an outsider
and a misfit, either because of direct racial prejudice, or
lack of understanding. So he returns home to the West
Indies~ only to find there that 'progress' in the form of
housing estates and supern1.arkets is destroying the only
background he has ever felt to be genuinely his
the
plantation life of his parents and grandparents. He sees
himself and his people torn from Africa three centuries
before, bitterl:> exploited in slavery, freed, and left with
nothing but the English language and a bland wavof life
vvhich, although unproductive, has ensured thei; survival.
Such is the tl~en1e of the first volulne. In the second,
not satisfied \vith \vhat the present can offer at home,
he returns to Africa to rediscover and relive the history
and tradjtion that slavery has deprived himself and seventy
n1illion others of, to travel back along the endless journeys
e1at they h~ve had to endure
from the fringes of the
desert to the sea, from the shore in ships across the
Middle Passage, from the plantations to the tovms, from
the tovlns of 1:on1.e, again to the cities of the north, from
the sunny tropics to the cold, phvsical as well as spiritual,
of the \Vhite \vorld of New York, Chicago, Brixton, Tiger
Bay, Liverpool: and from there \vhence? 'Rights of
Passage I consists of journeys across the \vorld, the effect
these uprootings have on people
ever seen
These Qre the Eluigrants
a man
On sea -port quay s
travel n10re
at air -ports
seen more
anywhere where there is ship
lands
or train, s\vift
than this poor
motor car, or jet
pathto travel faster than the breeze
less harbouryou see them gathered:
less spade.
passports stan1ped
their travel paper s wrapped
in old disused ne\VSpapers: lining their patient queues.
In contrast to the grim mood of los~

. ,In
1,11eSS t h at prevaIls
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Rights of Passage, Masks opens with a splendid evocation
of the past:
Out
of this
bright
sun, this
white plaque
of heaven,
this leavening heat
of the seven
kingdoms;
Songhai, Mali,
Chad, Ghana,
Tim,
buctu, Volta,
and the bitter
waste
that was
Benin, comes
this shout
comes
this song.
Statements of present reality in the first volume constantly
come to mind as juxtapositions v/hen reading the second:
..... we sweat
in this tin trunk'd house
that we rent from the rat
to share with the mouse:
Castries' Conway and Brixton in London,
Port of Spain' s jungle
and Kingston's dry Dungle
Chicago Smethwick and Tiger Bay.
KUMASI
city of gold,
paved with silver
ivory altars,
tables of horn,
the morning sun of
seven hills
greets you best,
knows you blessed.
AS WELL AS describing the present and evoking the past,
the poem examines both states, seeking to find in them a
way out of the void which the dispossessed live in
Once when we went to Europe, a rich old
lady asked:
Have you no language of your own
no way d. doing things
did you spend all those holidays
at England's apron strings?
And as the cock
now cries in the early dawn
so slowly slowly
ever so slowly
I will rise
and stand on my feet
I am learning
let me succeed.
To succeed in what? Like the grown -up son, parted from
his mother in childhood, trying to know her and understand
her and love her, so that he will discover where he came
from and why he is as he is.
Apart from its qualities as a work of art, the

brilliance of the use of language, the force and balance
in its construction, this poem tells me more about the
struggle of Afro-Americans to 'find' themselves than
any speeC'h~ political programme or call to action. It
is wonderful to find poetry that means something.
The third volume, to be called "Island" is due for
publication later this. year.

----ITV
Willfried Feuser
RECCEIL DE TE-XTES AFRICAI S, An Anthology of
Modern African Writing in French by Nicholas Caverhill
(Hutchinson Educational 1967)
Yet another anthology of African literature? One is
bound to ask. But appreciating the modesty with which the
book is recommended for sixth forms and university classes,
one relents and dec ides to have a c loser look.
The ratio between "traditional" and "modern" texts in
the selection is weighted slightly in favour of the latter. In
the first part with its tradition -directed story-telling we find:
among others, Bernard Dadie, Djibril Niane and, of course,
Birago Diop. Whatever the artificialities and shortcomings
of this genre in which the griot, dOlliling the wig of classical
French prose, squirms uneasily between the inside and
outside point of view, nothing of comparable value has so
far come out of English -speaking West Africa. The
venerable D. O. Fagunwa was snatched away before he could
give us even a sample of the intended English rendering of
his Yoruba novels. Whether Wole Soyinka's new English
adaptation of Fagunwa's most famous work 'The Forest of
a 1000 D2.emons' will bring us c loser to a solution
remains yet to be seen.
The second half is a fairly well-balanced choice of
writers concerned with the new Africa and its innocents
abroad (e.g. Ake Loba's "Kocoumbo"). Some evergreens
like "The Great Hunt of the Dry Season" by Nazi Boni and
"Going to School in the Cameroons" by Ikelle-Matiba form
the backbone of the selection.
The list of standard authors writing in French, from
Sembene Ousmane to Camara Laye, is almost complete.
I would only quarrel about the inclusion of Charles Nokan
with two passages. Instead of his self-conscious
"African Idyll Remembered in Paris" - a pastiche of the
'style hugolien' - it might have been better to offer some
of Ferdinand Oyono' s bitter laughter, or the more
substantial fare of Bhely-Quenum's prose in "Le Chant
du Lac."
P. S. However short a book-list on African literature
one might compile these days - and Mr. Caverhill can only
spare it five lines in his rather trite introduction - it is
incomplete without Janheinz Jahn's German-English-French
bibliography, TI Die neoafrikanische Literatur '" (Diederichs,
1965).
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THE NOVELISTS' lNHERITANCE IN FRENCH AFRICA Writers from Senegal and Cameroon (The Crowns Books,
Oxford University Press)
WRITING IN FRENCH FROM SENEGAL TO CAMEROON
by A. C. Brench (Three Crowns Books, Oxford University
Press)
These parallel volumes - one a critical work, the
other an anthology of selected texts from the novel s discussed
deal with French African fiction between 1947 and 1961.
The choice of authors and themes is well-balanced; the only
noteworthy omission is perhaps o. Bhely-Quenum.
As for the division of Franco-African writing into
periods, and especially a thorough appraisal of the earliest
period, the last word is not yet spoken. Mr. Brench sees
the watershed between a predominantly tradition-directed,
inward-looking, and an anti-colonial, outward-looking
period in the early novels of Camara Laye, which are given
extensive treatment. Laye is the only author to whom two
chapters - the best in the book - are devoted. The reasons
the author states for his periodization are quite convincing
but unfortunately the earlier period, which, it is true, lies
for the greater part outside the scope of the study, is dealt
with too summarily in the introduction. He glosses over the
existence of a strain of pro-French, pro-assimilationist
literature. In this he shares the fallacy of African and
French critics like Thomas Melone, Lilyan Kesteloot,
Claude Wauthier and Robert Pageard according to which
negritude, in addition to being a "return to the sources",
is purely a movement of protest and its literature,
therefore, anti -colonialist by definition.
Mr Brench brings up the first black African writing in
French, the former tirailleur senegalais Bakary Diallo (see
Senegalese Contrasts, THE NEW AFRICAN, November 1966)
but then dismisses his novel, "Force-Bonte (1926), too
lightly as "a naive panegyric of French civilisation in the
tradition of Ca ribbean imitative literature". Naive indeed but nonetheless symptomatic of the early complexion of
of what was soon to be known as the negritude movement.
Bakary Diallo takes a frog's eye's view of the power
and the goodness that is France's. Of these two "cardinal
virtues", her boundless goodness, for which he gives a
Senegalese equivalent - motsdiere - is the most salient.
Africa's disinherited children owe her mother a great debt
of gratitude for her civilizing graces:

"We should deem ourselves lucky, and our parents as
well, to be servants of France and to \vork under her
guidance toward the unification of all human beings in the
world. "
From Diallo (born 1892) \Ve can draw a straight line tc
his admirer Ousman Soce (born 1911), v,:ho became the
founding father of both the novel of culture conflict and exilE
(Karim 1935, Mirages de Paris 1937). The latter novel,
whose theme was in the subsequent generation raised to
the level of a spiritual drama by a third Senegalese, Cheikh
Hamidou Kane (L'aventure nmbigue 1961), deserve special
mention because it is the first to deal explic itly with Senghor' s
later concept of the "cultural n1ulatto" \vhose political home
is Greater France:
"And from this cross -breeding a new world will be
born on African soil ... a French province having the same
political rights and duties as the motherland. "
The pathos of politico -cultural assimilation in the
early negritude novel cries to high heaven. It echoes
through "Doguicimi" (1938), a historical novel by the
Dahomean Paul Hazoume, which is, among other things,
a prefiguration and pre-glorification of French rule in
Africa, and "Le fils du fetiche", by the Togolese David
Ananou. who as late as 1955 expresses strong reservations
about "big words like independence, liberty, emancipation
and self-government." It is only seen against this backdrop
of near-sycophancy that the revolutionary innovations in
treatment and subject,matter brought to the novel in
French Africa by authors like Ferdinand Oyono, Mongo Beti,
and Sembene Ousmane can be viewed in· their true
significance. This fact does not come sufficiently to light
in Mr. Brench's thesis that "in Africa literature was concerned
almost exclusively with traditional themes or the struggle
against colonial domination and its destructive influence. "
In all other respects, however, "The Novelists'
Inheritance in French Africa", convincingly argued
throughout, makes highly rewarding reading. It
constantly refers in a down-to-earth manner to French
literary tradition, and at the same time opens new vistas.
The author shows the existence of a strain of Islamic
fatalism in such diverse authors as Abdoulaye Sadji,
Camara Laye, and Cheikh Hamidou Kane. In Kane's
novel, he detects definite colour patterns in the spiritual
battle of Orient and Occident:
"Blanc' and 'violet'~ together with 'rouge', 'argent',
'pourpre'. the colours of nobility, of suffering, those of the
sky and the desert~ are the most frequent in the
descriptions both of characters such as 'le Chevalier', the
Chief, 'la Grande Royale' and of the settings in Samba's
homeland. In contrast, the settings in Paris are dull~
colourless, uninspiring. It is as if the contrast between
European materialism and Islam exists even in their
surrounding." (p.l09)
Just another example: After Gerald Moore' s brilliantly
superficial interpretation of Mongo Beti's Mission terminee
as a "rumbustious comedy" (Seven African Writers, OUP
1962), we finally have here a critic who cares to delve down
to a deeper level to discover the "fundamental sadness" of the
novel. In Oyono's novels likewise, Mr. Brench states,
"comedy is tinged with tragedy." It would seem that after
the emotional muddly of assimilationist optimism - a literature
wavering between timid self -assertion and total surrender to
the suction of French metropolitan culture - these two writers
had to take a stance of destructive mockery which flayed the
colonizer but did not even stop short at the colonized. "As
yet there is no sign of a positive alternative." Mr. Brench
says about the two Cameroonian novelists dominating the
Mid-Fifties, "but at least the Africans can reassert their
dignity through laughter. "
W. F •
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THE POCKETBOOK MARKET
German

AFRIKA ERZAHLT by Janheinz Jahn (Fischer Bucherei,
Frankfurt, 1963)
Looking back over the dozen or so prose anthologies
of African Literature that have gathered on m book-shelf
over the past five years - four of them by Janheinz Jahn I find that this little volume has \veathered the test of time
and may soon be due for a reprint. It draws heavily on
West Africa, which supplies fourteen out of a total of
nineteen stories and extracts fron1 novels. There are eight
entries from Nigeria; b sides p[lrts of Ekwensi's 'Jagua
Nana' and Achebe's 'No Longer at Ease', short stories by
Okara and Okafor that were first published in Black Orpheus.
The late Chief Fagunwa is represented by a chapter from
'The Bra
Hunter' . The German reading public is already
acquainted with this writer by Jahn's previous anthology,
'Das junge Afrika '.
The emergence of African literature in the German
pocketbook market testifies to the unflagging interest of that
country in Africa. The adaptability of the German language
for translation is almost proverbial; here it is once again

TREATI~~t~ftlEt
Odum
HISTOffiE DE L'AFRIQUE I
(Payot Paris)

by Robert Cornevin

AFRICA SINCE isoo by Roland Oliver and Anthony Atmore
(Cambridge University Press)
DAHOMEY AND ITS NEIGHBOURS by 1. A. Akinjogbin
(Cambridge University Press)
The tendency to consider Africa as a part of the world
with no history of its own, independent of that of various European
colonial powers has persisted more or less from Roman times
down to the present day. It is, in fact, only relatively recently
that the professional historian has treated Africa as a separate
historical identity. The three books reviewed here belong to
the newer school and purport to treat Africa as Africa and
attempt to provide an unbiased ie\v of the historical development of the continent.
Of the three books, Cornevin's is the most formidable.
The book is Vol. 1 of a series of three volumes meant to
cover Africa in some detail from prehistoric times up to the

vindicated by a spate of excellent renderings. A. 1. Dau r
the n1usicologist, makes his n1ark as a fine tran lator in
Okara's "The Crooks". WaIter Hilsbecher, first transl ntor
of the "Paln1-vVine Drinkarc1", here tackles the episode of
"The Tcle\'ision-Handed Cho, t s" (My Life in the Bu 11
of G:.osts). It becomes pleasant reading, to be surc, but
the flavour of TUhlnla 'sstyle has somewhat evaporated.
Peter Dulberg's mastery i uncontested in Nazi Boni's
description of a battue amidst sn10ke and fire, and in the
d ath scene from zekwu's first novel. One of Jahn'S
own contributions is from M81nnga's "Legend of l\l'Pfuma 1el
azono". He fails to indicate that it is abridged. His
translation of bdoulaye Sadj i Maimouna has a ingl flaw:
the final paragraph is not Sadj i' s but "made in G rmany" and
added for good measure.
It is of interest to note that \vhile most writer set
their scene in Africa, two of then1 reach out to counterexplore Europe: Bernard Dadie, in the best tradition f
Montesquieu and Goldsmith, strikes the pose of an
ethnologist scrutinisirig the "Habits of a remarkable subtribe of the natives of Paris", and cosmopolitan Babatunde
Horatio -Jones has his exiled characters drift through
"Fog years in London" in a panvision of world events \vith a
streak of Sartre and Ehrenburg. \ • F •

present. Cornevin in his first \ olume plunges back into
prehistory to establish the identity of the continent.
Piecing together the research of archaeologists like Leakey,
Breuil and Lhote, he forms a picture of prehistoric Africa
which merges neatly into the early history of the NorthEastern edge of the Continent, Egypt. He attacks the
8uropean view of Egypt as a civilisation predominantly
Mediterranean in origin by arguing that it was only in its
second phase of development that Egypt became noticeably
influenced b) the Near-East and its position on the
Mediterranean. Making use of the widespread finds of
rupestral art in the Sahara, Cornevin demonstrates that
it was predominantly the Saharan population moving to
the great oasis along the banks of the Nile after th~
dessication of the Sahara that led to the political flo\\ ering .
lmovm as dynastic Egypt.
Cornevin explains (even in the period when European
activity on the West Coast was so spectacular that the period
was classified as "the Discovery of Africa") that he includes
an account of European activity because of its economic significance in African terms. However, at this point, he does
tend to become over-involved in issues like whether it was
the French (Dieppois) or the Portuguese who were first
down the West Coast.
In his early periods of history, Cornevin is very
dependent on sources like Herodotus, Sallust and Tacitus.
He is here faced with the problem of disentangling African
threads from what is essentially a Graeco-Roman imperialist
history. Cornevin manages well. It is interesting too that
in a later period, that of the evolution of the Sudanic Empires
(Ghana, Mali etc. ), Cornevin hesitates to accept the Arab
theory that Ghana was Christian before the arrival of the
Muslim Almoravids in 1076, thus abandoning the p t theory
that Ghana could not have been a local (i. e. West African)
creation.

The book is well worth possessing. It is a satisfYingly
detailed analysis of archaeological and historical material
available for the period ranging from the earliest times to
the sixteenth century. It is amply supplied with maps and
charts indicating the evolution of the Continent.
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AFRICA SINCE 1800 is a similar, if thinner, attempt
to treat a later period in African history. The book covers
a range which is more or less faithful in its title.
Oliver and Atmore explore the little known nineteenth
century history of the Central and south-eastern areas of
the continent, giving inspired glimpses of the Luba-Lunda
states, the Congo and the interlacustrine states, while
sketching in a number of the factors involved in the violent
political changes taking place in the area. Practically all
of this is done from secondary material, but Oliver and
Atmore manage to lend a balance to the material which
makes an interesting picture of the whole.
Much the same statement of praise can be made for
their coverage of North and East Africa, and indeed their
handling of the continent in general up to about 1880. But
at this point, in spite of their avowed aims, the section
on the Scramble for Africa becomes lengthy, displaying
a consequent lack of orientation. The book becomes something
of an African history from a European viewpoint.
This viewpoint, it must be explained, is not that of
the recent colonial apologists in African history. In
fact, the main argument against this view is not that it
is biased, but that it pays too little attention to men like
AI-Hadj Omar, Amadu Sefu, Samoryand similar figures
of resistance to imperialist advance in Africa. Yet (though
Babatu, for instance, goes unmentioned) Oliver and Atmore
do not dismiss Sefu as a common tyrant or Samory as a mean
slave dealer. Their picture is not prejudiced; it is
lacking in African oral and written evidence, which has
gradually become more available on this period.
The defic iency of this book is not in itself too
surprising. The book reflects a stage in the development
of African history. African material has been collected
and worked on by a number of individuals, but this
material is not always too readily available to the Olivers
and A-tmores attempting to write an African-oriented general
history of the continent.

Dr. 1. A. Akinjogbin is now Acting Director of
African Studies at the University of He.
The book grew
out of Akinjogbin's Ph. D thesis, and is an impressive
study of the West African Kingdom which managed to hold
European military might, as represented by the French,
at bay until 1893.
Dahomey has conventionally been used as an example
of a bloodthirsty West African state built up on the slave
trade and enjoying the brutality of slave trading.
Akinjogbin's picture of Dahomey, or rather Aja, in its
pre-slaving period, the emergence of the state of Dahomey
(approximately the Southern third of the present republic of
that name) to fill the political vacuum caused by the fall of
Aja, the making of Dahomey under King Agaja, its involvement with the slave trade and the final decline of the state
in the nineteenth century, corrects the conventional version.
It is shown, for instance, how the slave trade was introduced
into the area by European seduction of the local people into
the trade. This, though it does not remove the moral stain
attached to the Kingdom, does, however, alter Dalzel's.
His nineteenth century history of Dahomey presents a picture
of a bloodthirsty lot of savages interested only in hunting
down their fellow men for sale to the Europeans.
In the book, a number of interesting themes emerge.
Among these are the tremendous destructive influence
of the European traders on the coast especially' on
immediate local communities, the growth of a modern
centralized state under Agaja, the influence of the

traditional Dyo state on Dahomey, the attempts of
Dahomey to play a world -Wide' political role and the
final total involvement of the Kingdom in the trade, which
did not destroy it primarily because Dahomey was essentially
a centralized state with absolute control of the means of
destruction.
Dr. Akinjogbin's book represents a milestone in the
reconstruction of African history. His inside analysis of
the political traditions which fostered Dahomey's break from
these traditions to create a modern centralised government
gives a total picture of a soc iety, always painted as fierce
and strong, but, which was in fact, essentially weak,
though well organised.

Benedict Der
THE CITY OF IBADAN: A SYMPOSIUM ON ITS
STRUCTURE AND DEVELOPMENT edited by P. C. Lloyd,
A. L. Mabogunje and B. Awe (Cambridge University Press)
This book, as its subtitle sugge sts, is an attempt
to provide a comprehensive survey and analysis of lliadan in
relation to its historical, geographical, sociological, economic
and political development from its foundation to the present.
The book is based almost exclusively on a series of seminar
papers organized by the Institute of African Studies at the
city's University in 1964. As a result, the book is an outline,
if somewhat detailed, of lliadan dealing with all aspects of
the city as a whole.
In the first series of papers, we are introduced to the
city's history. Ibadan began its existence in 1829 as a
predominantly war camp out of which arose the present
metropolis attracting to itself the various ethnic groups
all over Nigeria. The influx of these groups to Ibadan
took impetus with the introduction of the railway and a
better communication system. By the very circumstances
of its foundation, lliadan retained a dichotomy in the
structure of its constitution. A high ranking military
line of chiefs existed side by side with a second line
of civil chiefs, the latter including a set of women chiefs.
As lliadan became transformed from a village war-camp to
a city-state exercising imperial control over surrounding
towns and territories, political authority was often linked
with military power; but because of its beginnings as a
military base, Ibadan never adopted a hereditary principle
of succession to chieftaincy though until 1893, it had been
ruled mostly by a line of civil chiefs. The city's rapid
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growth in the first half of the 20th century precluded a
systematic town planning the result of which is an
"extensive confused mass of housing which occupies a
large proportion of the city". (p.55). This situation
renders it difficult to implement proper sanitary projects,
plan civic services and to organize an efficient public
transit system for the city. Thus despite attempts at
modern town planning schemes by the city's official
authorities, its persistent ever-growing population still
creates the serious problem of orderly development.
The next series of papers deal with Ibadan's
people. Here a sharp distinc tion is made between "indigenous
Ibadan" and "stranger communities". A third group of
people, the "elite", is contrasted with the mass of both
the former groups. Indigenous Ibadan comprises the
original Yoruba inhabitants of the city while the term
, stranger communities" is extended to outsiders or nonIbadans like the Ijebus, the Hausa and the llios. The daily
routine, family life and customs of all these peoples are
depicted in some detail. Of the non-Ibadan communities,
the Yoruba Ijebus are by far the most enterprising group.
Attracted initially to Ibadan by trade, they leave no stones
unturned to invest their capital in both small and large scale
trading ventures, transport, education as a vested economic
activity and in landed property. Almost by tradition a trading
group, the Ibadan Ijebus play a more dominant economic
role than in politics. In contrast to this enterprising businesslike trait in the Ijebus, migrant Ibos in Ibadan are a preeminently wage-earning group in search of employment.
The Ibo community in Ibadan includes highly
=1ualified academic and administrative professionals, hut
labourers, stewards, mechanics, clerks and salesmen,
predominate in this ethnic group. To a lesser degree,
the Hausa form another separate economic group, monopolis~ng almost exclusively the trade in kola nuts and cattle
betvveen Ibadan and Northern Nigeria. Finally in this
section of the book, we are presented with an analysis
of Ibadan's elite who "through their attainment of appropriate
educational qualifications have replaced the expatriates
and occupied the many new posts, and who have adopted a
style of life substantially European in its external
appearances". (p. 130). Their backgrounds, tastes, mode
of life embracing family and friendship connections, and
leisure time are described in some detail. Socially, all
these various but Nigerian ethnic groups live in separate
quarters of the city and thus keep themselves apart from
one another. Each ethnic group has its own communal
organizations 'hich look after the interests and needs of
the group. Nevertheless, the presence of all ethnic groups
including non -Africans, gives Ibadan a cosmopolitan
outlook.
The final series of essays attempt to delineate
continuity and change in the economic, political,
administrative, religious and educational pursuits of the
city. Traditional craft industries co-exist with modern
industrial enterprises. Ibadan is served with their
produce in a net-work of periodic markets and modern
department stores. The sharp differences in the output
between traditional crafts and industrial enterprises creatE
the need for bridging the widening gap between the two
in order to improve and expand the output of the former.
Despite the fact that agriculture and many smaller
traditional industries absorb part of Ibadan's wage earning
labour force, unemployment persists as a major problem
for the city. This is aggravated by the influx of schoolleavers who, finding no jobs in their own areas, flock to
Ibadan for work. Ironically, speed -up in education by
the Western Nigerian Government in primary schools is

partly responsible for the rise of unemployment among the
educated youth.
Yet, in spite of its forebodings, the book is a
penetrating study of the city's potentialities that could be
marshalled to good use. Ibadan's administrators face two
basic problems: smooth running of the city and an efficien1
administration of its affairs. This involves the provision
of adequate public utilities and services such as water
supply, electricity, healthy sanitary conditions and relief
of congestion and overcrowding in the city. In analysing
these problems, the contributors do not themselves
attempt to provide all the answers to them. Nevertheless,
suggestions regarding improvements in the city's life are
made. In this regard, the book is a valuable stud , which,
by presenting Ibadan as a traditional pre-industrial city
adapting itself to modern needs and conditions, describes
in many ways, similar problems that may be said to beset
other West African cities.

Reginald Herbold Green
READINGS IN THE APPLIED ECONOMICS OF AFRICA
edited by Edith H. Whetham and Jean 1. Currie
(Cambridge University Press, 2 vols)
These two volumes are a most welcome addition to
economic literature on Africa, collecting, as they do, a
number of article and volume selections in a readily
available format. Certainly they should appear on
university reading lists and library shelves and in the
working collections of serious students of Africa and of
economic development. No really comparable collection
of serious pieces on the economic issues, structures, and
problems confronting Africa exists at least in a readily
available form.
The idea of anthologising selected pieces of real substance
to provide a selective depth introduction is sound and the
quality of the individual choices is high. Limiting of the
,;ollection to ' Applied Economics" is reasonable - perhaps
even inevitable as theoretical studies related spec ifically
to African economic situations are more conspicuous by
their rarity than their quality. A variety of approaches to
economic description, analysis, and policy framing are
presented albeit the coverage is somewhat patchy. This
is unfortunate as it will tend to limit the volumes' usefulness
in demonstrating to students the relevance of, say, statis-
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tics and econometrics to African economic analysis or
managenlent. By and large, however, the editors' purpose
of supplementing "international" princ iples and theory
texts on the one hand and specifically national articles
and public documents on tl- ~ other with applied analyses
from several countries is 1 asonably well served - for
universities in Nigeria, Ghana, Kenya, Uganda, and
Tanzania.
The basic limitations of the present volumes lies
in inadequate 20verage. This weakness is apparent
linguistically and geographically in author selection, and
topically. (The reviewer is duly anthologised so that this
is not a personal lament, albeit he is rather amazed at
v/hat the editors believe his article to do. )
There are no selections specifically dealing with
Francophonic Africa (despite the availability of English
language sources, e.g. Berg, Zollberg) and only four with
overall African as opposed to specific Anglophonic
approaches. Of the 32 pieces 14 are based on Nigerian
data, 7 on Kenyan, 6 on Ugandan, and 5 each on Ghanaian
and Tanzanian. Even assuming a deliberate policy of
excluding the Mahgreb, the coverage leaves tremendous
territorial gaps and presents a highly atypical group of
economies as if they were fully representative of all Africa.
Topics left unillustrated include: overall economic
policy formulation, industrial policy and strategy, economic
planning and development strategy form_ulation and
implementation,international trade (apart frorn one piece
on comrnodity agreements), public sector organization and
organizations (e. g. development corporations), region~.l
economic integration, and relations between econoluic s
and econon1ists and overall national development and the
forces shaping it. All of these are clearly critical applied
fields. A sizeable body of useable material exists on each often in the same journals used by the editors of other
s.elections.
Of the 32 pieces 15 are by British writers, 8 by
North American, 2 by Western European, and 6 by African
(more accurately Nigerian). This is to say the least
unduly limited - available materials by Ghanaian, Kenyan,
Tanzanian, Malawian, Ugandan, Malian, Senegalese,
Malagasy, Polish Scandinavian, and Russian writers
are not lacking. The total absence of African authors
from states other than Nigeria: - an absence not
justifiable in terms of any lack of competent pieces is particularly distressing. A roster of missing names,
e.g. : Omaboe, J.H. Mensah, Onitiri, Aboyade, Sedou,
Badian, Dia, Ndegwa, Seers, Hazlewood, Stolper,
Szereszewski, Dumont, de Bernis, Amin, La Croix,
Ewing, Perroux, Berg is disquieting to read - except
perhaps in hopes of another pair of volumes. So is
the absence of any use of analytical or strategy-presentation excerpts from plans (e. g. Nigeria, Ghana,
Kenya, Uganda, Senegal, Cameroun, Tunisia) or policy
statements of genuine economic substance (e.g. Kenya's
Sessional Paper No. 10 on "African Socialism", Chisiza
or Senghor on the same topic, Nyerere's MacDougall Lecture
to the FAO).
One result - possibly intentional - of the selection
pattern is to make economic issues in Africa appear
remarkably clear and non-controversial. The apparent
aim is to provide an up to date, though by no means
avant garde, survey of conventional economic wisdom
and one as far divorcei as possible from consideration
of underlying relationships be~.veen applied economic s
and applied politics and socialogy.
Only 5 of the 27 authors could reasonably be classed
as radical in their economic or political economic stance
(even in their cases, the selections used mute these
characteristics) and none is "conservative" (i. e. 19th

Century Liberal as c. g. Bauer, Yamey, Frankel, Stolper).
This is a serious loss, applied economics is controversial
and the nature of applied economic issues is not c learcut;
to fail to highlight these facts is to do a disservice to the
readers. Further, since allocation of scarce resources
among competing uses is at the heart of the political process
and economic change u·sually hns significant impact on social
relationships and structures, applied economics is
ineVitably concerned \vith politics and sociolog:v. To ignore
these realities may be conventional - though increasingly
less so - but it is hardly either modern or \visdon1.
None of the above detracts from the fact that these
volumes are \vell \vorth buying and reading. The works
presented are serious, the selections long enough to be
~oherent: the approach to African economics and economies
as worthy of study in their own right both sound and refreshing.

Geoffrey Kay
UNITY OR POVERTY-? THE ECONOMICS OF PANAFRICANIS1\1 by Reginald H. Green and Ann Seidman
(Penguin African Library')
Under -development in Afr ic a is a continuing process
lorgel) determined and patterned by the international ties
of the under-developing countries that make up the continent.
This point if often plQyed down and one school of \vestern
analysts chose to treat the external constraints on
developn1ent 8S minimal and beyond the scope of effective
political action: the international ties of the fragmented
and quasi -independent states of Africa are treated as
though they are no more than a passive context and it is
contended that development can be achieved by internal
action. This modernising, administrative and largely
apolitical approach is challenged by Green and Seidman.
\Vorking within a structuralist framework - perhaps the
best made of J.nalysis for comprehending development and
tmder-developn1ent and one to \vhich Reg Green has elsewhere made invaluable contributions -- the authors insist
that the international condition of the separate African
states is the crucial factor maintaining under-development
and conclude that only political action conceived and implemented internationally can break the under-develop~ent
syndrome: hence the choice: "unity or poverty.·i~~
The economic case for unity in Africa is over~~1elming.
Green and Seidman spell out the general ·theoretical reasons
for this in a way that ensures their book will be an
in1portant addition to the literature of economic development:
they must be congratulated for writing in a style that will
make their theses readily understandable to non -economists.
Yet this book is meant to be more than an academic treatise:
it started its life as a background paper prepared in Accra
for the 1964 Cairo Conference of the GAU and was conceived
as providing the basis for a plan of action. In particular
Part 3 entitled 'Steps towards Continental Unity' is nothing
short of a perspective plan for continental development and
when economic integration in Africa becomes a political
reality the perspectives developed here will be highly
relevant.
But this is really the crux of the matter and what
unanchors the book from contemporary history and political
reality. The authors present the case for African unity:
they do not map out the route to unity, to the political
strategy of unification.
Here the work reveals its pedigree
and implicitly accepts the pre-coup Ghana position The
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present situation is evidence enough of the historical
.
.'
dismIssal
inadequacy of the Ghanaian POSI't'Ion b ut the derISIve
that it receives from so many quarters is far from being
totally justified. Formal decolonisation was a moment in .
African history and it did seem at the time there was a unIty
of poverty. Nkrumah's mistake was not that he. cal1e~ .for
African unity in 1960 but his failure to rethink hIS posItIon
in 1964 when the "unity now" policy lay in ruin and had
degenerated into a number of empty slogans. We are not
arguing at all that Green and Seidman are perpetuating a now
defunct policy; on the contrary, they are performing a
creative role by salvaging from the early sixties those issues
whose relevance was not narrowly linked to the period
immediately following decolonisation.
Thus this book marks the end of one epoch of political
activity and thought: it should be treated as the conclusion
of the nationalist period which, it is now clear, marked only

then end of one particular forn1 of imperial domination in
Africa but not the end of imperialism. U ITY OR PO\~ERTY
articulates clearly th imperatives that nationalisn1 rnade
transparent but does not sho\\ how these imperati\'c can be
met. What it does is to define these imperatives more closely
than ever before and in this way defines for the next political
generation in Africa the econornic guidelines for political
action.
Green and Seidman have presented a utopia, but not a vague,
abstract and historically impos ible utopia. It is not a
utopia that can only be achiev cl at some indefinite future date
but a real alternative to the pre ~ent, a feasible schen18 whose
immediate implenlentation is prevented by the pres nt political
order. Thus by presenting an ilupeccable economic analysis
Gre n and Seidman define the ne d for a political analysis
which \vhen it is made and translated into a plan of action
will open a new eooch in African history.

But the real tragedy is that it should be possible for an
erudite professor, in an otherwise penetrating study of the
South African condition (the publishers describe it as "the
onl holistic sociological anal sis of South Africa in print"),
to deliver himself of the kind of diatribe that is found here.
The answer lies somewhere in his extensive bibliograph . Prof van den Berghe does not claim mo~:'e than
"som 1110clicUl11. of prior familiarity with South African
conditions. " and says his "analysis is already onceremo ed from the factual raw data (to which I do not claim
to contribute significantly)".
This is not a review but an attempt, in settinO' the
record straight, to trace to its roots the maleficence
which has led this man of letters to cram into a single
chapter as many fallacies, perversions of truth and
totally unwarranted conclusions as one seldom finds
in the space of the least informed book on the subject.
In the chapter entitled "Conflicts: Th
on-White
Oppo .. ition. " in which he deals with political attitudes
among Africans, Indians and so-called Coloureds, his
material and presentation of "facts" bear striking
similarities to Leo Kuper's 'An African Bourgeoisie
and Ronald Segal' s 'Into Exile', both of which are
Year after year a torrent of abuse comes off the \vorld's
inc luded in the bibliography.
printing presses directed against the Pan-Africanist Congress
I havc previously twice dealt with Dr Kuper's
of South Africa. It has built up into the most pernicious
book in the '.l. ew African I, in a revie\v in April 1966 and
literature that any liberation movement has had to contend with
an artic le in June 1966 (these may be referred to as
anywhere ,in Africa, barring perhaps the Mau Mau, buffeted on
conlplementaries to the present article). It may be noted
all sides by "friend 11 and foe alike.
in passing that \vhile Kuper and '"an den Berghe appl)
Using sophisticated tools (half-truth concocted out of
se ien tific analysis to the subject, Segal rs is highly slanted
garbled versions of PAC policy statements and reinforced
reporting and personal comment.
by an occasional blatant lie and a plethora of inferences and
I believe it is Segal ' s book, more than any other to
insinuations), the so-called South African White "Left"
which van den Berghe turned for his material on the PAC,
has over the years assiduously constructed an arsenal for
and a less qualified source can hardly be imagined.
ot
counter -revolutionary ideological warfare.
only is Segal , in his own words, "unashamedly partisan'
Whatever their intentions or motives may be, whatever.
he is also fiercely hostile to the PAC. His consuming
their differences on policy or disagreement on strategy and
hatred of the PAC has led him to some shocking excesses
in his book.
tactic s, it is inexcusable to mount such a campaign of
vilification against the largest single organisation of the
"l had never had a moment's sympathy with the aims
oppressed in South Africa. For what does the intention
and activities of the Africanists. Their whole moven1cnt \vas
matter if the effect is the same: to impede the revolution?
inspired by a black hysteria .... The anti-Indian bigotry,
I have never been under any illusions about the
which reverberated through so many Africanist artic les and
incalculable harm which the campaign could do in the sensispeeches, had reached its flanl ing clin1ax years before in
tive sphere of world opinion, and have from time to time
the 1949 Durban riots, when Africans, in an explosion of
attempted to .counter some of its deleterious effects. But in
hatred and despair, had turned from the well-protected
my wildest fears I could never have imagined anything
whites to th helpless Indians of the City, killing and burning. "
approaching the real damage that is being wrought .....
There was no group known as Africanists in 1949, let
until I read Prof Pierre van den Bcrghe' s booI<.
alone "Africanist articles and speeches. 11 Of course, Segal
The book is otherWise an impeccable piece of scholardoesn rt claim there was, either ... not in so many \vords,
ship, and its lapses are all the more deadly for that.
at any rate. But no one reading that passage can gain any
lS 0 TH AFRICA: A STl!DY I~ CONFLICT by Pierre L van den Berghe (Vniv. of California Press)
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impression other than that the Africanist were possessed of
the same 11 anti -Indian bigotry" \vhich led to ''killing and
burning" - a decade before the PAC came into being.
Prof. ,-an den Berghe has not escaped that impression.
But he, of course, is not hysterical like Segal. Nevertheless, \vithout adducing any evidence of his own, he trW1dles
the same stuff, cloaked in the respectable garb of scientific
analysis:
"Racialism among the non -\Vhites has militated against
the formation of a truly united non-European front. The
Congress AJliance claims to represent such a front, but is
itself divided into racial branches for reasons that we shall
examine presently. The Pan -African Congress is militantly
anti-Indian, anti -European and anti-Coloured: in spite of
declarations to the contrary.
"Because of their political passivity and racial
feelings, the Coloureds are regarded with mistrust and
hostility by the mass of Africans. Although Indians and
Africans have closely co-operated. at the leadership level of
the Congress Alliance, anti-Indian feeling is strong among
many Africans, who, like the \Vhites, have used the Indians
as scapegoats, and have viewed Indian merchants as exploiters.
"Conversely, most Indians remelnber the 1949
pogrom, ~d as a small, defenceless minority, they are
justifiably afraid of Black nationalism. Within the African
group itself, the remnants of ethnic antagonisms are still a
serious obstacle to political unity, particularly in the 1110re
rural areas. "
Except for the loose use of the word "racialism't. one would
not quarrel with the general breakdown of the position regarding
human relations between groups in the country who D re not white.
As a rule, one should not confuse what mistrust - and even
hostility - exists among them with racialism. Of the \vhitcs
van den Berghe correctly says:
"At the level of values and ideology, the European
settlers developed an elaborate racial mythology to
rationalize their rule ... " This is what came to be kno'vvn as
racialism, the ideology of racial superiority and exclusiveness, which is not evident in any other group in the country.
least of all the African group. Cultural and: religious:
differences remain among the groups, but these constitute
an obstacle to political unity only insofar as political
consciousness remains low or nil, though they inhibit soc ia 1
intercour se.
That leaves us yet to deal with the most serious charge
made by van den Berghe. 'The Pan-African
Congress is militantly anti-Indian, anti-European and antiColoured, in spite of declarations to the contrary." Apart
from the bibliography, van den Berghe offers not a tittle of
evidence for this serious charge, nor does he give any idea
of w!1.at the "declarations to the contrary" are.
This is a serious lapse of scholarship, not mitigated
by the fact that he ~as been taken for a ride by Ronald Segal
and others of that sort. For the anti-Indian charge, Segal
has nothing better to offer by way of evidence than the P AC 's
ideological mistrust of the Indian merchant class. And for
'b:ack hysteria" Segal, where he is not adducing completely
mIsleading evidence as in the case of the Durban riots
offers the following scene from the PAC foundation
'
conference:
Y

'Sobukwe delivered a long theoretical disquisition to
the conference at its opening session, but his example
was not rigorously followed. Three clergymen decorated
the platforln, and in prayers and addresses they attacked
'the h 00 1"Igans of Europe who killed our God and have never
been Con 'icted, ' while cheers greeted the salute to 'a black
man, Simon of Arabia, who carried Jesus from the Cross. III
Van den Berghe, pointing out that Africans "used
Christi"t
anI y an d l·b
1 era l'Ism to challenge the legitimacy of

White domination, " takes up the Segal theme: "At the same
time, White racialism called forth its antithesis, namely
the Black racialism represented in the local brand of
Pan-Africanism, and in some religious sects of the 'Zionist'
variety. "
In fact, only one of the clergymen in question made
the remarks which are attributed to all three of them by Segal,
and he "vas the only one who canle from a Black-controlled
church, one of the many which have broken a\vay £ron1 the
White-run churches in revolt against paternalism. The
point is worth making not only in the interests of accuracy
but in view of the racialist overtones ascribed to the
clergyman's remarks.
In a society where, as van den Berghe himself
observes, "the fundamentalistic Calvinism of the Boers
has been reinterpreted to defend racialism, "where the
Herrenvolk ideology has succeeded in internalising a sense
of inferiority among the Africans, the remark that it was,
ironically, one of Ham's cursed sons who "carried Jesus
from the Cross" was well-chosen for the occasion.
Perhaps it is only those who have actually lived the
life of inferiority who can fully comprehend the devastating
effects of this kind of degradation on the broad mass of the
people. Perhaps only a mass psychologist can contemplate
the effec ts on people who for a lifetime are not only treated
either as criminals or potential criminals but are made
to feel they are worthy of nothing but contempt.
Can they react other than by becoming sycophantic,
fa\vning, smirking, cringing, servile, slavish? Van den
Berghe observes: "One can 'play the game' \vithout accepting the rules. Such is the ailn of coercion, but behavioural
conformit) to norms of another group is also often the
result of free choice, for the sake of status, convenience,
Inonetary gain etc." Ultimately they must do it by sheer
force of habit. unself-consiousl).
Elsewhere, dealing \vith the advent of the Africanist
Movelnent~ the formation of the PAC c\nd its projected "drastic
overhaul of standards imposed on a subject people by a
rabidly racist oligarchy, a revaluation of social norms "
wrote:
'
"The racist philosophy had permeated all strata of
society, and had its victims among both the rulers and the
ruled. . .. Through both subtle indoctrination and rigid
enforcement, the idea had come to be accepted even by
Africans, \villy-nilly or unconsciously, that the white man
was a superior being with a right conferred from on high
to lord it over all others. "
There is some ironic twist in the fact that van den
Berghe, whose theoretical approach to the South African
question comes nearer the PAC position than anything I
have known outside the Marxist school, should be the one
non -South African to be inveigled farthest away from
understanding it. It shows how much damage has been
wrought by the anti-PAC campaign.
Applying a new blend of the functionalist approach
with the ~egelian-Marxiandialecticto"analyse systematically a hIghly complex and unusual society, " he points out
that "an orthodox dialectic, in either its Hegelian or its
Marxian form of single -factor determinism, is inadequate. "
In fact, the so-called "single-factor" position has long
been abandoned by Marxist thinkers, mainly on the strength
of its disavow·al by Engels at the turn of the century. But it
will be profitable to concern ourselves here less \vith
general theoretical questions and more with Van den BerO"he's
actual application of his method.
0
By way of introducing the method, Van den Berghe states
that "functionalism as such allows for at least three sources
of social change: individual invention and discovery.
adaptation to external change; and a gradual, orderi y
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process of growth in size and complexity through functional
and structural differentiation.
"However, this approach to change is only a pa~tial .
one, and must be complemented by an Hegelian-Marxlan VIew
of change as an internally generated process of conflict and
contradiction between opposites. Much change is abrupt,
qualitative, and revolutionary. . . My argument is simply
that the dialect method complements the functionalist
approach to change. "
Yet van den Berghe over -extends the dialectic method
into the extremity of inventing Black racialism in South
Africa. He seems to start off from the position where he
says to himself: "If there is no Black racialism, there damn
well has to be! For otherwise it would make nonsense of
the law of opposites." This is the effect made by his use of
the dialectic method merely as an analytical tool, not as a
law in its own right.
He has probably been led into this untenable position,
not by rejecting the economic element as the only determining factor (which he did correctly), but by displac ing it as
the ultimately determining element in history. From this
erroneous position he approaches the South African
situation as follows:
·"Ot greater interest yet is the lack of salience of social
class in South Africa. To be sure, there exist income and
occupational strata within each of the four races, but, at the
same time, there is a high correlation between socioeconomic variables and race. Social classes in the
Marxian sense exist by definition, as they must in any
capitalist country, but they are not meaningful social
realities.
"Clearly, pigmentation, rather than ownership of land
or capital, is the most significant criterion of status in
South Africa. The attempt to salvage Marxian orthodoxy
by identifying the Whites with the capitalists and the Africans
with the proletariat is unacceptable because it does violence
to the facts and is, at best, a grossly distorted oversimplification f ' •
The basic argument is partially correct, but the case
has been grossly overstated. No student of South African
affairs will deny the crucial role played by pigmentocracy
in the social cleavages of the land, but to promote it to
first place in the vortex of social forces is to put the
cart before the horse, thus relegating the motivating
force to second place.
The question that any conscientious investigator
must seek to answer is: Why is colour -bar written into
lav/ in South Africa? If colour consc iousness were a rigidly
static phenomenon as the argument assumes, there would
be no necessity to bo.lster it up by legislation. Van den Berghe
comes nearest to the answer, but just, when he says:
"Originally, cultural lines of cleavage coincided with
racial lines. The latter became increasingly rigid as cultural
and racial distinctiohs overlapped less and less, due to
miscegenation and acculturation. Apartheid ideology
persists in identifying and confusing the two (speaking,
for example, of 'White civilization'), in wishing away
the lack of identity, or, where it has recognised the trend
towards increasing dissociation of race and culture, in
implementing measures to re -establish the identity which
existed for a short period in the seventeenth century. "
But to discuss these processes as if their interaction proceeds independently of economic factors is to place
them in a vacuum and must therefore leave one standing at
the forecourt of reality. It is true that not all whites
possess capital and it is also true that not all Africans
constitute the proletariat. On the other hand, it is true
that all capital is in the POssession of the whites and that
for all practical purposes the proletariat is entirely black.

Proceeding from his statement that to identify whites
with the capitalists and Africans with the proletariat "does
violence to the facts and is, at best, a grossly distorted
over -simplification," van den Berghe goes on:
"Conversely, to lump White and non-White wage earners
in one supposedly unified, class-eonscious proletariat with
common interests against the bourgeoisie is obviously
nonsensical. "
This is correct and acceptable to me as a bare
statement of fact. But the investigation has not gone
beyond the perceptual stage of cognition, whence
account must be taken of the fact that the differentiation
is based on both colour and .economic interests, 'with the
latter holding the upper hand. The White workers are a
]abour aristocracy and the others the real proletariat.
Van den Berghe goes on, incontrovertibly:
"As to traditional African societies, they cannot be
analysed in Marxian class terms at all, as African s0cialists
rightly point out. Communal land tenure, for example~
puts the African peasantry in a radically different 'class'
position than the peasantry of Europe dealt with by ~~rx. "
It is on the question of non -racialism as a political
concept that a great deal of heat is generated. In common
\vith Dr Kuper, Segal and others, van den Berghe accords
to the race question pride of place among the social forces
at work in South Africa. My own position was stated in
the June 1966 article on Dr Kuper's book, where, among
other things, I stated:
"To me politics is a matter of interest s, both
material and spiritual, and all social evils, including
racialism, can have their roots traced to a conflict of
interests. To Dr Kuper the ultimate evil is racialism,
not the cut-throat competition of devil-may-take-thehindmost capitalism. "
This is the position taken in all PAC basic
dOCUlnents. Mangaliso Robert Sobukwe. the PAC
President, expounded in his inaugural address on the
non-racialist approach of the Africanists as follows:
"The Africanists take the view that there is only
one race to \vhich we all belong, and that is the human
race. In our vocabulary, therefore, the word 'race' as
appl ied to man, has no plural form. We do, ho\vever.
admit the existence of observable physical differences
between various groups of people, but these differences
are the result of a number of factors, chief among which
has been geographical isolation.
"In Africa the myth of rac e has been propounded and
propagated by the imperialists and colonialists from
Europe, in order to facilitate and justify their inhuman
exploitation of the indigenous people of the land. It is
from this myth of race with all its attendant claims of
cultural superiority that the doctrine of white supremacy
stems ....
"Let me close discussion of this topic by declaring,
on behalf of the Africanists, that with UNESCO we hold
that 'every man is his brother's keeper'. For every man is
a piece of the continent, a part of the main, because he is
involved in mankind. "
This aspect of the declared philosophy of the PAC is
never discussed but simply \vaved aside by the critics, to
whom, it seems, the essence of non -racialism is its organisational form. Thus van den Berghe considers that the
"only truly non-racial political groups" in South Africa are
the now extinct Liberal Party and the dormant Communist
Party, by virtue of their all-race membership.
What these people don't seem ever to ask themselves
is what the various organisations exist for. If an organisation in South Mrica exists for the business of making
revolution, its raw material is readily found in the African
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communit)T, the mOst underprivileged section of the
population. Mlat could be more logical, then, than that such
an organisntio n should be anchored - and anchored firmly in the Afric:m masses? PAC is such an organisation.
It does not follow, of course~ that the other organisations do not \vant to make revolution. On the balance of
probabilities: they do; but if they are not anchored firml:)'
in the African masses, there must be a major fault in
their choice of tools, arising from a subject ive instead
of an objective analysis of the social forces at work in
the countl'\'.
The Vsubjective quality of their analysis leads to a
wrong choice of priorities. They must create, as a
priority, a Ifnon -racial" organisation in order to prevent
a White-Black polarisation leading to a racial 'war.
But a \V'hitc-Black cleavage of interest is already there:
as objective analysis makes clear, and cannot be wished
away.
Thus the most that a lInon -racial" organisation can
do in the circumstances is to blunt the edges of conflict
in an effort to prevent a bloody revolution. The Liberal
Party was quite frank on this, committed as it \vas to a
policy of non-violence, even though it should have lmo\vn
that violence was inevitable if there was to be any change
in South Africa.
The Communist Party of South Africa has been less
candid. They had socialist goals, but not as an imnlediate
practical solution, as they themselves have now admitted.
In practice they did everything not only to blunt the edges
of conflict but to ensure that there would be no violent
revolution.
Much of this has been testified to by Bram Fischer,
an imprisoned leader of the Party. His testimony has been
endorsed by those of the Party leaders who now live
abroad, who have described his statements in court as
"an eloquent defence" of their policy and progranlme,
and gave them the widest possible international publicity.
Bram Fischer said:
"We have never aimed at a despotic system of
governnlent. Nor were efforts ever directed to establishing
a dictatorship of the proletariat in this country. . .... As I
have already indicated we have never put for\vard socialism
as our immediate solution. What we have said is that
immediate dangers can be avoided by what we always refer
to as a national democratic revolution. "
He di sapprovingly cited the people's revolts ' in
Zeerust and Sekhukhuniland, in Durban and Warmbaths,
in Zululand and Pondoland," as a prelude to "violence in
its most dangerous form." And he depreciatingly cited
what he called "Paarl riots and Bashee River murders, 't
meaning PAC - inspired uprisings in which Whites were
killed, as lIprecisely that kind of terrorism which we have
always fought to prevent. "
There, we have it from the horse's mouth. It is
certainlv counter -revolution. As I said earlier, these
men ma~ have the 'cleanest of motives, and no doubt some
of them are honourable men. They probably did want
revolution, but a peaceful revolution. Even van den
Berghe, a Western-oriented academic, almost admits
that any hopes of a peaceful revolutton in South Africa
are nothing but a grand delusion.
He writes: "South Africa not only shows that the
'tolerance limits' for disequilibrium and conflict are very
much Wider than functionalist theory would lead one to
expect; it also impels one to predict that change must be
revolutionary, i. e., abrupt, profound, qualitative, and
probably violent." South Africans should know better.
South African "communists" should lmow better still.

Ho\\! does the P AC try to make revolution? As it must
have become clear by now, its political thinking has been
influenced, over and above all the outstanding characteristi cs
of the South African social milieu, by the severely depressed
condition of thE: African people, \vho to the PAC include the
so-called Coloureds. (The nlost 8.bsurd of the charges
against the PAC is that it is anti-Coloureds).
The people remain largely illiterate and therefore
easy prey to the degrading effects of tyranny, \vithout the
means of minimal self -upliftment. Without rudimentary
education a man cannot advance be} ond certain narrow
horizons of cz...-per iencc, even in the best of environments.
Dispossessed of their lands, they \vere left \vithout anchor
in the formerly stabilising traditional societies, their
traditional nlodes of development disrupted.
But one heritage they could not be deprived of was their
common historical experience of struggle for the preservation
of what \vas their ovm. Zulu, Xhosa, Sotho, Pedi, Shangane all have a glorious history of struggle against invasion by
foriegners.
They might not be able to read Marx and learn about
the privations, \vealmesses and strengths of the working
r'lass and peasantry. But they knO\V the shame of defeat
and the glory of victory in battle; they have memories of
valour in \var and knowledge of the good things of life which
they fought to preserve, handed do\vn from generation to
generation, along with an acute sense of grievance.
"It is our contention, "\vrote Sobuk\ve in 1959, "that
the vast illiterate and semi -literate lllasses of the Africans
are the cornerstone, the key and the very life of the
struggle for democracy. FrOlll this we dra\v the logical
conclusion that the rousing and consolidation of the masses
is the primary task of liberation.
"This leads to the logical conclusion that African
Nationalism is the liberatory outlook (the antithesis) to
achieve this gigantic and historic task and that the philosophy
of Africanisln (the synthesis for a non -rac ial socialist
democracy) holds out the hope of a genuine democracy beyond
the stormy sea of struggle. 11
V:ln den Berghe holds that the antithesis of White
racialism is Black racialism. Since he shows how the
Whites "developed an elaborate raci81 mythology to
rationalise their rule, " he might have attempted to sho\v
ho\v the Pan -Africanists \vere developing a Black rac ial
mythology - if he could!
\Ve have already referred to their view of one race the hunlan race. Further material on the question is found
in the 1959 Pan-Africanist Manifesto. Following is an extract:
l'In South Africa the social force which upholds the
material, intellectual and spiritual interests of the oppressed
people is African Nationalism, and the social force which
upholds the material, intellectual and spiritual interests of
the oppressor is Herrenvolkism (the ideology of a master-race).
"These anitithetical forces shall find their final
reconciliation everlasting in the synthesis of Africanism,
in which the contradictory aspects shall have vanished and
only the unifying factors which portray no instability shall
remain. Africanism is a social force that upholds the material,
intellectual and spiritual interests of the individual. "
Of course, social forces are not released as by a touchbutton machine. It is not suggested that it \vill only be when
White supremacy will have been overthrown (by revolution) that
Africanism will begin the process of coming into its 0\\111. That
process began with the prevalence of social conditions which
led to the perception of Africanism, \\,'hence it developed into
a body of theory.
It has now begun to take organisational form in the PAC,
whose membership now includes people of all races. The
process is necessarily slo\v, because conditions have not
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been favourable for the Africanisation of non -Africans in
the chronically racialist South African set-up. Besides, it
is a unique concept, a unique philosophy, never having been
tried anywhere else.
In the rest of Africa, independent Africa, \vhen they
talk of Africanisation, they mean take-over by Africans of
posts and jobs in administration and other spheres of activity.
In South Mrica it means converting foreigners into fullfledged citizens. "politically we stand for government of
the Africans for the Africans by the Africans, with everybody
who owes his loyalty onl to Africa ... being regarded as an
African, " wrote Sobukwe in 1959.
He correctly assumed that most Whites, rather than live
in a Black-ruled South Africa, would prefer to emigrate
elsewhere, and therefore emphasised that those non-Africans
who accepted "the democratic rule of an African majority"
would be regarded as Africans. In Africanist thinking there
was no question but that an African takeover in South Africa
would be by revolution.
Economically he said, "We stand committed to a policy
guaranteeing the most equitable distribution of wealth.
Socially we aim at the full development of the human personality
and a ruthless uprooting and outlawing of all forms or manifestations of the rac ial myth. To sum it up we stand for
an Africanist Socialist Democracy. "
Great play has been made by Segal and others of the PAC I
ideological mistrust of the Indian merchant clas in South
Africa. In his book Segal reproduces a garbled version of
an article by Peter Nkutsoeu Raboroko which was published
at the beginning of 1960 in ' Africa South', edited by Segal
himself, to illustrate the supposed anti-Indian and anti-White
attitudes of the Africanists.
Far from aclmovvledging it as a Marxist approach to the
South African situation, Segal dismisses the content of the
article as "racial hysterics." Segal may be anti-Marxist, in
which case his antipathy to application of Marxisn1 to South
African conditions would not be surprising. But he behaves
like an ignoramus when he sees it as racialism. What is
more, he leaves out a vital part of the quotation \\ hich would
make him look silly.
I have no space here for reproducing the quotation in full,
but only for what Segal left out. Showing that co-operation with
members of the White ruling elass and the r- {ian merchant
class was not feasible and could only result in a betrayal of
African interests, Raboroko comments on the Congress
Alliance and its 'freedom charter' and says:
"To them master and slave - the exploiter and the
exploited, the oppressor and the oppressed, the degrader
and the degraded - are all equals. To them indigenous
African nationals and immigrant European foreign
nationals, the dispossessed and their dispossessers,
the ~ictims and their robbers - are all countrymen. For
them the progressive and the reactionary - the African
subject and his foreign overlord, the African nationalist and
the .colonialist or white supremacist, the liberationist and
the collaborationist - are all brothers".
That is where Segal ends the quotation, either because
he is incapable of follOWing the dialectical thought process
or is too hostile to the PAC even to allow it to speak for
itself. The follOWing is what he suppresses:
"The problem of the synthesis of opposites cannot be
resolved by the wave of a magic wand. It is only after all
these sets of antithetical nategories have been duly
reconciled that we can reach the final categories - equals,
countrymen, and brothers - which betray no instability.
"Such reco.nciliation is possible only in Africanism,
the final syntheSIS of these categories which the Africanist
Manifesto defines as 'the social force which upholds the
material and spiritual interests of the individual' ".

In his inaugural address Sobukwe considered th
role \vhich South African Indians could play in the struggle
for liberation, and said:
"In the South African set-up of today, this group is an
oppressed minority. But there are some members of this
group, the merchant class in particular, who have become
tainted with the virus of cultural supremacy and national
arrogance. This class id ntifies itself by and large \vith
the oppressor but, significantly, this is the group \vhich
provides the political leadership of the Indian people in
South Africa.
, And all that the politic s of this class have 111eant up
to now is preservation and defence of the sectional interests
of the Indian merchant class. The down -trodden, poor
'stinking coolies' (so-called) of Natal who, alone, as a
result of the pressure of material conditions, can identify
themseh es with the indigenous African majority in the
struggle to overthrow White Supremacy, have not yet
produced their leadership. \\ e hope they will do so soon. "
That was in 1959. The position has not altered much
since then. But Indian militants have come up to take their
place in the PAC. And the struggle continues
.
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SOUTH \\"EST AFRICA. TRAVESTY OF TR ST
ecIitecl by Ronald Segal and Ruth First (Andre Deut ch)
A Re110rt on the American Reality
As far back as 1930 people like Commissioner Rappard
of the Permanent Mandates Commission of the now-iiefunct
League of Nations - as quoted by Prof. Robert L. Bradford
in his b1' i 11 iant paper presented to the International
Conference on South West Africa held at Oxford in 11arch
1966 - s~w that the "spirit" of the mandate was not being
fulfilled~ ~nd that there were similarities between the
Union 's ~ttitude towards Africans and that of the Germans
before 1914 - an outlook which \ iewed the Africans as
inhuman, in1personal, statistical labour units rather than as
individual, worthy objects of the vaunted 'sacred trust' "
FUl.~thern10re, Commissioner Rappard's correct
-obser\ ation that:
"On every occasion in the past when whites and blacks
had come into contact in territories equally inhabitable by
both races, the blacks had gone to the wall",
could, - with omission of the \.yords "in the past" amply sum
up the situation currently prevailing in South West Africa.
This book contains some valuable expert papers on the
territory, all of them given at the Oxford Conference mentioned
above. But it would be erroneous on my part to remain
indifferent and not to point out some which are equally
misleading. An example is the paper presented by
Pro£. Helmut Bley of Hamburg University, West Germany.
lt is clearly written in a classical colonial fashion, so much
so that it would take the \vhole space available to rebut.
lt puts the cart before the horse throughout. Pro£. Bley
starts \vith the following:
"The events and consequences of the war (1904-1907)
waged by the Herero and the ama again t (sic) the Germans
durin<Y the period of German sov reignty ..... "
Note the term "sovereignty" Pro£. Bley is using of this
colonial period. He goes on to state that ..... " the Hereros
rose and engaged in a course of general pillage and killing
in which over 100 settlers (Gern1ans) and soldi rs lost their
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lives. Furth9r on Prof. Ble recounts that the apparently
justified Germans "retaliated by mOW1ting a full scal war,
in which over 700J of the Her ro and probably an even greater
percentage of the Nama .... were annihilated". To be sure,
Prof. Bley sees nothing wrong e en at Oxford in 1966), \vith
German colonialism in South \V t Africa, for he states that:
"The policy pursued by the Colonial Department and by the
Governer \vas a policy of 'a"bloodless conquest' ". Herr Blcy
described the strategic principles that led the notorious
General Von Trotha to wage ... "a \var of extermination, ....
for he sub cribed to the view that \vhat was happening in South
West Africa was the first stage of a great racial war" in
other words here we have to put up once more with the same
old story called "history" of th Heinrich Vedder style, this
time from th Hamburg Univer it~T professor.
As so much of this book shows, that whether in the
German colonial period or in the o-called mandateship
period which the international comm W1ity constituted at the
time in the League of Nations, th blaclanan's fate was that
of being" pushed to the wall.
The same is true, too, in today's South West Africa.
The United Tations - the legal successor of the Leagu of
ations - is no better able to h\- up to its responsibilities
towards the oppressed black people of South West Africa
than its predecessor.
Since the end of World War 11, the African people's
leaders - specificall Chief Ho ea Kutako and the Rev.
Theo Hamtumbangela start d petitioning the U. N. Later
on they v,-ere joined by the leaders of the national lib ration
movement of the territory in this effort which turned out to
be fruitless and time -wasting. This kind of vanity reac hed
its highest peak at the farce that took place at the Hague on
July 18th, 1966, when the U. . legal arm - the International Court of Justice - exhibited its full colours,
which everybody by now is fully acquainted with.
It is true that in the U. N. there is a majority of
nations that wants an end to be put to the brutal rac i t rule of
South African colonial rule in S. W. A., but this majorit of
nations does not count in today's U. N. Today's "United
Nations" means literally the most powerful white nations.
Most of them have been or are still colonial powers, some
are at the present moment bent on wars to conquer and build
up world -wide empires. Thus it will be naive to expec t
much - if anything at all - from them. Occasionally some of
the big power nations, do vote with the nations of the
Third World - so-called - for a number of reasons. On the
whole, even if they vote with the majority, theirs is hypocris,
plastered over with moralistic references to the alleged - on
their part - need and desire to replace odious Apartheid
practices. For they don't hesitate to eat their words if
the Vlatter comes to a push for action. The Cktober 1966 U.
vote that terminated the South African mandate - at least on
paper - is the point. Both the U. S. and the Soviet Union voted
for the termination of South Afric a's mandate over S. W. A.
but in the April emergency session of 1967 which was pushing
for the action against Aparth id in S. W. A., both abstained
and repeated the same in the General Assembly vote of
December 1967 on the same topic. That helps to keep the
blacks at the wall.
For the majority of the western nations Apartheid is a
necessity to keep their fabulous profits as investors. Without
racist exploitation and repr ssion, U. S. A. 's American Metal
Climax, e\VlUont Mining Corporation etc., Britain's BSA Co. ,
and their interlocking cartels such as the Anglo-American
Corporation Rio Tinto Zinc and numerous others in S. W. A.
couldn It possibly reach the highest point of plundering th
mineral resources of S. W. A. as they now do.
These dallying
U.N. activities encourage the racists
in S. W. A. to step up with ever passing day the persecution
T

and oppression of the African Popular n. \\Then the paper
resolution of the
. was passed in 1966, the Pretoria
racists retaliated by extending the hanging law called the
"Anti-sabotage and Suppression of communism Act' to S. W. A.
When the U. . were meeting in April 1967 to discuss further
the application of their ~tober resolution, 0.partheid's South
Africa's venal la\vyers were drafting \ orst r's "Terrorism
Bill" and making it retro-active to 1962. Thirty-five
leaders and members of SWAPO are being tried under this
fascist piece of legislation. Furthermore, V rster had
stripped off such powers as the whites-only S\VA legislative
council had had. Yet in the face of these provocative acts
of the Pretoria rac i sts, the four big power s, - U. S. A. ,
Britain, USSR and France, refused to vote on the motion
calling - merely - on South Africa to withdraw from the
territory!
In conclusion I, - and I think all my oppressed
compatriots in SW - could not but agree wholeheartedly
with Ronald Segalls conclusion in his preface to this
book that if the U. . and ... " the Security Council
refuses to ensure South African Withdrawal, because
some permanent members will not permit it, then let
South West Africa be openly left to its own bleeding,
and I t ther be an end to the pretences. The \ orld will
be much better off without the hypocrisy; it merely adds
insul t to injury".
Finall . on 26th August, 1966, the day the arnled
struggle commen cd in S. W. A., the outh West Africa
People's Organisation solemnl declared:
"We shall cross many rivers of blood on our
way to frcedon1 and independence."
That, is the grim but true reality fac ing the people of
South West Africa; and the march to\vards that end is
on!

Johannesburg
Professor
Tunguru Huaraka
SOUTH WEST A FRICA AND ITS HUMA ISSUES b
Professor J. H. \\' llingt n (Oxford University Press)
Two incamp<:1tible trends in one book by one author;
that is one of the impressions one gains after reading "South
West Africa and its Human Issues".
One of the
incompatibles is the author's condemnation of South
African Administration in South West Africa· though not very
pungent, nevertheless, considering that the book was
\vritten in South Africa and that the author is still in that police
sta te: it is commendable. The author concludes his
volum inous book running into over 400 pages with a solemn
plea to his fellow White Settlers in South and South West
Africa to corr ct their mistakes and to fall in line with
human aspirations. To put it in his own words: "We White
South Africans have to face the facts, and the facts are
against us. Given by Humanity a sacred trust to foster
and further the interest of the indigenous people of South
West Africa, the plain fact emerges that we have put our
own interests first and foremost." He goes on to implore
his fellow White Settlers to abandon an unfair polic of
Apartheid and to set up a truly representative administration
in South West Africa. This is a commendable plea, for
that matter when coming from somebod who is \vithin the
walls of Apartheid, although the motive nlay be dubious.
Contrary to this there is another discernible view which
runs throughout the book and, which mav be termed unconscious acceptance of Apartheid; or perhaps unconscious
acceptance of the "fruits" of Apartheid as dished out daily
by the South African Government. This acceptance, mild
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if you like or unconscious, is demonstrated by the fact that
not even once does Professor Wellington reject or condemn
Apartheid per se ; only certain manifestations of Apartheid
are rejected as contrary to "Christian Civilization" whatever
t~at may mean. Let the professor >speak for himself to show
hIS susceptible mind to Apartheid, if not already clouded by
Apartheid and thus not able to see that Apartheid is wholly
and totally and in all its manifestations evil and anti - humane.
Prof. Wellington makes typical Apartheidist propaganda·
" ... non-Whites have been moved from shanty-towns of th~
worst t'ype to newly built homes in healthier and more spacious
tOwnShIpS". On the working conditions in South West Africa
he makes the most over-statement in the ,vhole book. "Even
so the shortage on farms in 1958 was estimated at 10,817 a d
the competition with the very attractive conditions in the m ~
compounds .... "
me
.The author seems to be between Scylla of his own
conSCIence or if you like academic honesty which does not
approve of South African Government handling of the "sacred
trust" and Charybdis of 180 days that has silenced many of
the bold souls in his own days. The "monster" that seems to
have the upper -hand is not determinable but on that tight-r
"S th W t Af .
, - ope,
ou
es
rIca and its Human Issues" seems to hand.
The "Human Issues" are considered from three broad
angles: the geographical, the historical and the political.
Written by a geographer of world repute the first part which
deals with the geography of South West Africa is the outstanding
pa:rt of the book. In this part detailed analysis of the geology,
clImatologyand vegetation of the country is made supported by
illustrative diagrams. This part explains the causes of the
clashes between the various groups and ultimately the wars that
that country went through at the turn of the last century.
The other two parts are not so commendable as the first.
The" history of the country is dealt with from White Settlers'
point of view, understandably the records and books consulted
are those written by German colonialists and South African
apartheid addicted administrators and settlers. Consequently.
the history of the country is very incorrectly interpreted.
This part is written with such economy of words which gives
only a ghastly distorted skeleton. For instance, the part
dealing with what he terms "Rebellion" is scanty and probably
a brief summary of the books on the subject. Yet that bears
so directly to all that happened afterwards in the bleak
history of that country; the German's extermination policy
gave the victorious powers at Versailles indisputable grounds
of the unfitness of Germany to be a member of the "colonial
club" and thus substantiated the "cry for no annexation".
But that War of Resistance is treated as if it is not the most
direct factor that shaped the "Human Issues" in South West
Africa.
The last part which deals with the political aspects of
the country, which could provide irrefutable grounds and
unquestionable facts to impale the apartheidist administration
in South West Africa upon the hooks of the Covenant and the
Charter, is purely narrative and sort of academic
impartiality. The author's political view is probably that
of a fair and just administrator, perhaps paternalistic, who
is destined to spread "Christian Civilization" to those who
"are not yet able to stand by themselves under the strenuous
conditions of the modern world", the sentence that appears
more than four times in the book. And if foreign administration is "fair and just" it seems the author will not hesitate
to join the laager, for in his last word to his fellow White
Settlers he states: "We White South Africans are capable of
rising to the challenge of the New Age and we shall find that
in working out the destiny of South West Africa on a fair
and just basis we s~al1 have the encouragement and support
of all men of gOOdWIll. . ... failure to put wrongs right will
play into the ~~ds, not only of our enemies in Africa .... "
Due to space It IS not Possible to dissect Wellington's book

to find out \vhat he means by "fair and just basis", but it
may suffice to state fair and just may be different. To
Professor Wellington Apartheid is not per se an evil, he
states: "segregation in itself may have something to be
said for it in areas such as Southern Mrica. "
. If not for its pr"esentation of the primary facts
bearIng on the South West Africa question, particularly
the numerous South African Acts cited as well as the
relevant U. N. resolutions, for its many searching
and perhaps "embarrassing" (Terrorism Act) questions,
it is worthwhile reading.

Ezekiel Mphahlele
THE JAIL DIARY OF ALBIE SACHS (Harvill Press,
London 1966)
He is just a little over six feet in height. He is of
slender build; has a rather sad expression on his face. He
is gentle and does not like violence. He is a Jew; often
naive enough to think that people who are agents of fascism
may want to respect his sense of dignity. He likes to
establish the best possible relationships with those in
power and with the minions of the law: otherwise he finds
it difficult to maintain a sense of order. This is doubtless
the result of a combination between his gentle and conciliatory nature and his legal training: he is an advocate.
Politically, he is very much inclined to the left. He was
associated with the Congress Movement headed by the
African National Congress, already banned in 1963 when
he was taken into custody. He also defended many political arrestees, both black and white. He finds it difficult
to hate any man, let alone kill him (including the police).
He is on the side of the Africans and even envies their
"simple and direct anger and their straightforward
determination to thrust aside the human barriers to
their liberty".
This man is Albie Sachs. He gives us this much
information in his diary, about himself; nothing more.
We know little or nothing about his background, his
upbringing and so on. We only know that his mother is
in Cape Town, and his father, Solly Sachs, who used to
harass white officialdom in South Africa as secretary
of the Garment Workers' Union, has been living in
exile in London for several years. His only brother
has also been in London, where his heart was successfully
operated on.
Otherwise Albie Sachs is reticent about" the personality
equipment he brought to his detention, which lasted 168 days.
The South African law stipulates that a perSon of any colour
can be detained by the police for 90 days without trial and
placed in solitary confinement if they think that he has vital
iilformation he can give about the political activities of
individuals and organisations in the country purporting
"to overthrow the government". The period can be
extended for another 90 days and so on, till the police think
there is no u~e keeping a person any longer. This may be,as it has ofte-it been, after they have broken a person's
physical or mental health or both; or it may be after
a "successful" first interrogation. Almost anything can be
considered sabotage.
Sachs himself was released after one extension because
he refused to give information throughout his stay in jail, and
be'cause none of the Security police and station commanders
seemed to want to torture him in ways so many other detainees
have suffered: electric shocks, asphyxiation by enclosing
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the prisoner's head in a plastic bag; beatings and kicks;
suspension from the ceiling by the feet; being made a f as t
for red ants; a trussed -up sitting position in which a stick
is fixed so that it rests behind bent knees and inside bent
elbows, the wrists tied together: injury to one's genitals;
a standing position lasting 36 to 72 hours, and so on.
Somehow throughout his detention~ it seems Albie Sachs
was always ablc to disarm his keepers, either because of
his inoffens i\"c temperament or bec ausC of his standing ::l s
an advocate, or both.
What we have here is a vi\, id account of a man's
intellectual and emotional life in a state of siege. A
diabolical siege in which the man in the prison "cube'
is thrown upon his inner resource . He consistently
refuses to CU1S\\'Cr questions. E\ cry once in a while
\\'e hear the 1a\\' barking menacingly, but not willing to
bite. Albic Sachs seems aware that if the law decided
to bite, he might not withstand it: he might talk, but
\\'ithout incriminating anybody.
Wh n he has been moved to the Caledon Square
police station in the city of Cape TO\Vl1 - the third and
last place of detention for him - the colonel tells him
1S he is r fusing to ans\ver questions, "I'm afraid then
the outlook for you is very bleak. If Sachs's reaction
is stated in these terms: "This one softly delivered
sentence frightens me. It has more impact that the
\vhole barrage of words that have been fired at me in th
four months that I have now been in detention. "
Sachs becomes merciless in his self-analysis in
his cell. But never once does he think of the general
politics of South Africa; of what he was really fighting
or standing for before his detention. During it we know
that he is preoccupied with his dignity: he would hate
to see himself succumbing to the demand that he should
answer questions. He is even prepared to go through the
stock motions of demanding charges and a trial when he
lmows that he is not likely to get it. He rationalizes his
readiness to jest with the police, to converse with them,
by saying that 'it shows them that we are bigger and
more tolerant than they, that we can take it with a
better grace than that with which they can dish it out. I!
The other man, particularly the African, \vho comes
full tilt against police terrorism, would not care for such
demonstrations. Sachs must survive: he is content if
he does so without compromising his dignity.
He is keenly aware of the white man's predic ament
in South Africa if he has a sense of justice and goes out
toassert it on behalf of the underdog in the short run and
on his own behalf in the long run - in order to fulfil
himself. The problems are caused by the fact the he does
not feel oppresssion; he is not even allowed by law to
forzo the privileged existence he was born into, like
living in a white area etc. "This conflict pursues him
even into the depths of prison" as Sachs puts it, "and, when
he is in a state of extreme loneliness, can be the source of
considerable pain to him, espec ially as he will be virtually
helpless to do anj thing to remedy the situation". The
problem is often crystallized in tp.e common question asked
by the African in South Africa: How can you, a white man,
feel committed to a struggle that is inherently mine when
you belong to a privileged race? Various white radicals
try to anSWer it or else decide to leave it to history, - a
history written with blood, suspicion, hate, revenge and so
on.
lbie Sachs states ~is attitude to the police this way:
s true that the polIce converse with me at times in a
way they ne\ er would with a non-white and it's true that at
last they've given me clean blankets, ~nd it's true that they
always want to let me have the big yard for exercise. But
:Vhen I speak to them and make jokes, it's not only for myself
It's for all of us.
'

rt

We know that \vhatever atmosphere may have been softened
in the three jails Sachs was kept in, prison life in South Africa
is such an inferno as to make his efforts look silly. But
always w keep returning to the root of Sach '8 behaviour:
his gentle and conciliatory nafllre. What of course comes out
qUite cl arly in his diary is the desperate necessity one must
feel for survi al once one finds oneself in a solitaryconfinement "cube" - even more acutely than in the general
prison yard among convicted men or \\'omen.
There is anoth r aspect of the inety-Day detention
\vhich Sachs describ s effectivel . After the ninth day he
reflects:
"I must have patience. They cannot keep me for ever.
In any event, there can be no question of gi\ ing in.
Although I am a captive the battle is not over. I am in the
front line. I cannot do much to advance the things that
count; but I can help prevent them from capturing more
people. We inety-Day prisoners are like the thin layer of
precious hard metal that protects the mass of soft metal
underneath. vVe \vill not make any breakthrough ourselves,
\ve cannot even try, but we must stop them from penetrating
deeper into our ranks. "
An pilOgl.lC to the diary would need to acknowledge that
"they" have not only penetrated deeper in the ranks but have
scattered opposition for the time being - and this through
brutal toughness, through an intelligence system that has
become more and more efficient, and through ready-made
and "processed" informers.
Albie Sachs gives us vivid glimpses of the white man's
mentality in a prison community. There is the Afrikaner
station commander at the Wynberg police cells, who poses
as a Bible expert and even tries to convert this Jewish
detainee. Sachs observes the absurdity that lies in the Jewbaiting Afrikaner's image of himself as the Isra lite who
has come to the Promised Land that is South Africa after a
long long trek over deserts. Says the comn1ander: 'Why
should I hate you because you are a Jew and a communist
and an agitator? Doesn't the Bible say I should love my
enemy?' Incidentally, agitator and communist are
synonymous and interchangable in South African official
jargon.
Often a Jew is regarded as a potential agitatory
and ther fore con1n1lmist. When an Afrikaner becomes an
agitator 1. e. on the side of the underdog, it must mean that
he has been influenced by communists, which, according
to Calvinist thinking, must breed a monstrositv.
Sachs interprets the commander's attitude in the following ironical terms:
'If ever his superiors ask him why he worries about me
he can use this Biblical authority as justification. I think hE
is developing a certain fondness for me. I am his prize
prisoner whom he shows off to visiting superiors. If need
be he can rationalise his new attitude towards me by saying
that he is being a good Christian by loving his enemy. "
Then there are the white criminals who come into the
police cells on various charges. "They come from homes
that are not poor, " Sachs observes. "They have every chance
of ease and comfort that go with being a white in South Africa.
Instead of taking advantage of all this, they live at odds with
society, preferring to work harder at crime than they would have
to do in an ordinary job .... Perhaps the th orists are right
\vhen they claim that these men, who apparently have no
consciences and do not feel the difference between right and wrong,
unconsc iously seek out punishment for themseh es as a
compensation and a penalty for their wrongdoings. "
This may very well be the case. But it is also true
to say that white South Africans are so priVileged that they
do not need even to matriculate, because there is always
sheltered employment waiting for them. The "c ivilised labour
policy" and that of job reservation will see to it that if they are not
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highly educated, they will find employment waiting that is suited
for their level of "competence". They can murder Africans
8nd come off lightly on a charge of "common assault" and the
prescribed highest penalty for it of eighteen months'
imprisonment, or with a few stokes of a cane. A gang of
whites can rape an African woman and come off with a
beating, where death is a foregone conclusion for the single
African who rapes a white women. White farmers beat their
black labourers to death and come off cheaply. How can the
white man respect the law when he is a law unto himself? How
can the whites not create their own standards of morality when
they can hurt and kill and maim and be protected by the law,
standards by which they do not need to exert any effort to make
a decent living? The whole educational system for the whites
is meant to give them a sense of superiority; that for Mricans
is meant to instil a sense of inferiority. In each case, the
history, the civics, social studies in general that are taught
are falsified. But because the African it is who must always
give an account of himself, who must strive and forever fight,
he must in the long run survive such an education. The
whites cannot. As it is, products of Mrikaner universities,
especially outside the sciences, are progressively degenerating
and could not stand their own in a world intellectual community.
All this has serious implications for the immediate future
of the South African white. In the short view, this is not
something the Afric an needs to weep over. In the long view,
Africans will find themselves confronted with inferior human
material they have to do something about.
Albie Sachs has this to say about the law as it hits
the Africans in South Africa:
"The law as they know it is not represented by the judge
or magistrate, defending counsel or prosecutor, but by the
policemen and the prison warder. The courtroom is an
important part of the law, one of its vital organs, but the
crucial part of the system is the police station and the prison
..... As far as the overwhelming majority of people directly
affected by the law is concerned, law is an instrument of
coercion and punishment. The officers of law are seen as
inhuman agents of retribution ..... "
Reflecting on the piquancy of his situation as a lawyer, he says,
"What a joke! Time and again I am driven to conclude that law
is a mere facade which hides tyranny. Tyranny is the reality,
the law the illusion. rI
When the first Ninety-Day period was over, Sachs was
released. But only theoretically so. He was rearrested
before he could leave the police station prelnises for another
ninety-day stretch. The police staged a little scene in which
the colonel went out under the pretext of going to find change
for Sachs to telephone his mother about the release. The
colonel came back With a Security policeman instead; vv'ho
handed Sachs an arrest warrant. He went back to his cell.
He stayed seventy-eight days out of the prescribed ninety.
v

Patrick Duncan
THE ELEPHANT HUNTERS by D. Holman
(John Murray)
The elephant hunters were the Liangulu of South
eastern Kenya who traditionally hunted the elephant for meat
with bows and poisoned arrows. Later, in response to
the great demand for ivory, they began killing the animals
on a massive scale - it is estimated that the figure of
3, 000 head a year is not an exaggeration. This slaughter
did not come to an end with the creation of the Tsavo
National Park and the book is about the anti -poaching
operation which finally stopped it. It describes the high
degree to which the tribe had developed the arts of
living in semi -desert and that with these skills developed
to the exclusion of all other means of livelihood, when the
poaching had to stop, they had no place in society.
Mr. Holman shows how the success of the operation,
which inevitably destroyed the tribe, turned sour when an
elephant population explosion began to have unforseen effects
on the vegetation of the area: bush country was turned
into a plain as they lmocked over trees by the acre
in their search for food. In 1966 there was talk of a cull
in which 5, 000 head would be killed, and a group of discharged poachers were encouraged to cull elephant under
supervision in an area adjacent to the Park. The men
refused to co-operate since they believed that it was a
trick to get them to commit an offence, and the culling
was not done - instead a research zoologist was called in
whose work has already shown that the population's rate
of increase is slowing down partly since the females are
bearing their first calf later and partly s.ince the period
betvveen subsequent calves is becoming longer. Whether
or not the equilibrium between elephants and vegetation
is achieved without culling remains to be seen, but the
pattern of research before control has been set and the
Hippo population explosion in Murchison Falls National
Park in Uganda has been controlled in this way, and in
the Kruger National Park in South Africa and
Serengeti National Park in Tanzania Research Institutes
have been established.
Conservation problems are, however, not the central
ones in the book. The author has great admiration for the
job done by the Parks men in saving the elephant from
almost certain extinction in the area, but he considers
that the Liangulu had a right to existence as a people and
that their unique way of life and thier hWlting methods
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which include using a bow which makes the English Longbow
look small - h drav/ing force of the longbo was 60 -80Ibs.
and that of the ' ig bow' of the Liangulu 100-1301bs. - ought
not to have be n brought to an end so thore ughly and with so
little thought about the consequen s for the people concerned.
He conveys th incoD1pr hension of the hunters when they are
told th t lephants, their food and their r:.tison d' tre as a tribe
for c nturies n1~1~" only be hunt d b~ tho e \vha ha v paid
theil' £100 for c1 hunting licence. That th": return d to
p )ach'
after
r\-ing s ntences i h<J.rdl~· surprising.
he an i-I oacher methods 1"'::; doe UDl nted fully
)l1ouo'h f I' hi. b ok to b essential reading for an one
lUldcrlaking a ...:ilnilar op ration in the future. These
inelud d such dodges as enlistin h ")]pful aptured poacher
as ran)" rs; th
~traction of e\ ry possible piece of
in[ornlation a bl. LIt each poacher of an~ r pute ha vel"
tri\'i~ll the picc 111ight appear to b at the time; and the
c:ollati n of the. facts into dossi 1's so that \vhen an
indi\-i ual i captured his int rr atol'" can astound him
-ith hi intin1:.tt kno\vl dge of th IO'lcher
life. In one
such
se the int .rrogator kncvv th'1t a certain poacher had
'retired' after
ing w snake
opulating - he took thi
t be a bad on1 n for him - but la "1' ook up the trade
:Igain. He \\"as captured and on b ing- ask d why he had
ig-!1l)l'ecl the port nt, h ,vas so ~Ul'pl'ised that he gave all
tht-' inf rmation that \va r quired.
It is s'ld hat ,\"ith all the
u~lities there is an
lUldcrl ing ssumption th t thouoh the A.fricans make good
:1ch'erS'lries 8n
xcellent rang r . their feelings for th
11nd and nLnal (nd th
fore th 11' responsibiliti s for
h Park arc only of th 110st sh<.l1 \v nature. It is
irritating to read \vhen the central character has b en
transf rred t) an ther I I t of Ken ra as a ational Parks
offic 1":
It 1. \~oodleJ
\ arId n \\' ,.nd it is beautiful' .
"\\ oodl 's war id" is no\\' l'l{n b) I. Olindo, an frican
rrnd an xcellent irector f 1 ational Park \ ha ha
trengthen d ih poachino control nd consid rabl
~trcngth ned th position of the Parks sin
Independ nee in pite of forecasts of a gen ral slauO'hter
of animals whir> h would folIo the r linqui hing of po er
b th ,hites.
E ST
FRICA. by c. P. Kirby (B nn)
This s11n1 ook of 123 pag
0 ers the histor
of
the Ea t
rican countries fron1 pr historic times to th
present· i described the geograph of th area; gives
the soc ial cusi fiS and way of lif of all the main tribes;
and de ribes th main cities of. th three countries.
\\ ith this enorm us field the depth in \\'11i h each topic
is taken is ncce sarily limited, but the I' suIt is
xtrem 1 r useful as background I' ding for anyon who
i gain
u to nn of the countri
n a \ isit or for an one
, ha \vi h s to understand some of the hi t rical and
geogr phieal factors which have giv 11 th countries
their pr sent political and physi al hapes.
r say 0111e of the factors advi edl because there al
t\vo m in omi si ns: on the political side, there is no
anal si of the ffect on Tanzanian politics of the K. A. R.
mutin' r the mi n between Tano'anyika and Zanzibar and
no m ntion of th"\ . 'r'usha Declar tion and
erere
ocialism. \Vith ut an understanding of th se developments,
the r ad r \'ill b left untouched b J the central problem
of the Go er111n nt, including the rent position of the
sians. There could also profitabl have been a larger
section de oted to the National Parks si~~e in Tanz nia~
an a, they ar the second most important source of
foreign ,~xehangc and since th
are of great interest to
people in Great Britain. The qu stion of whether or not
the
ill Sur\'i\~e the coming pre urcs on them as
:\Iankind needs more living spac has by no means be n
ans\ver d, and one is left f elin' that 1\1r. Kirby's
knowledg and opinions would ha\ e been instructive.
L
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last pound for regular spending. Anyway, the moment the money fell
into her hand she burst into tears.
"Ao, I too am coming to something in this world. Who would
have thought it? I never slept to dream that I Shall live to see a
day like this .... Now I too have got my own man who would take care
of me ..... " You know how women carry on When they mean to?
She even !melt down to say a prayer of thanks to God and at that point
I left the room. Yes, and after all this business she didn't take
the silly money.
"Hand it over to your father. He will certainly buy a bottle of
gin and pour some to the ancestors. Then I will ask him to give me
about ten shillings to buy some yam and eggs for Sunday ... , "
"That should leave at least three clear pounds. rr I sort of
thought aloud.
"Listen my master, does it matter if you father has three
pounds of your pay? It does not matter, I am telling you. Because
The whole t ing had started after the certi cate Exams.
then they shall not be able to say you have not given him anything
Instead of going straight home, I had stayed in town to work. This
since you started working. If
was going to be my first proper meeting with town and when I sent
"But Mother, I am not starting work permanently. If
the letter home announcing my intentions, I felt a little strange.
, And what do you mean? r!
Bekoe and I were going to stay in a small room in his Uncle's house.
"Mother I have done an examination. If I pass very well, I
The room was like a coffin but who cared? We found jobs as
shall go to school again. "
sorting hands in the Post Office. I've forgotton how much they were
"Ah, and were you not the one who made me understand that
paying us. Really it's strange ... but I have. Anyway, it was
you would finish after five years? If
.
something like twelve pounds. Either it started at fourteen pounds
"Yes, but the government asks those who do very well to
and then with the deductions leaned out to twelve - 'n '-something or
continue. "
it was twelve with no taxes. But I remember twelve. Bekoe told me
"And does the government pay their fees?"
that his Uncle was not expecting us to pay anything for the room and
"Yes. "
that he had even instructed his wife to give us three meals a day for
"Then that is good because I do not think you father would like
free. I say, this was very kind of him. Because you know what?
to pay anymore fees for you. Anyway it does not matter about the
Some people would have insisted on our paying. They would have said money. You give it to him. His people do not know all these things
it would help us get experienced at budgeting in the future. And in
about the government asking you to continue. What they know is that
fact we later discovered that the wife didn't have it in mind to feed
you are working. "
us free like that. After the first week, she hinted it would be nice
God;
if we considered contributing something. She was not charging us
I hadn't thought of giving anything of that sort. Certainly not
for'the meals. No, she was just asking us to contribute something.
that soon .... However, Sunday came and I ate the oto mother
We agreed on three pounds each. We also thought Bekoe shouldn't
prepared with the yam and palm oil. I ate it with some of the eggs
tell his Uncle this. Not that Bekoe would have a hold on her anyway.
to congratulate my soul. Then I went to say goodbye to people,
He knew nephews and nieces have been able to break up marriages.
and Mother took me up to the mouth of the road. Being a Sunday,
Ei, he didn't want any trouble. Besides his Mother would have killed we thought it would be useless to wait for "The Tailless Animal"
him for it. His Mother is a fierce trader and I know her. She could
to wander in. Because it simply won't. It did that only on the
easily have slapped him and later boasted it around the market how
weekdays.
she had beaten up her son who was finishing five years in college! . . . . .
And 1 was to realize that I hadn't heard the last of the money
Anyhow, that was three pounds off the pay. Then there was
business. Mother thought it would be good if I continued to give
this business of the blazer. I mean the school blazer I wanted to buy. that "little something" to Father as long as I worked.
It cost ten pounds and Father had made it quite clear that he
"Ho, Father?"
considered his duty by me done when he paid my fees for the last term.
"Yes. You know he has done very well. Taking you through
How could I go to him with a blazer case? So I thought I would keep
college. Now, giving him something would not only show your
four pounds by every month towards that. We were going to work for gratitude but also go towards your sisters' fees. "
three months. That was the only time we could have in the long
Ei, I say, have you heard a story like this before? I tell
vacation. You see, we both wanted to go to the sixth form. Well, if
you, eh, I caught a fever in the raw. But Mother was still
I was able to set by this four pounds every month, I would have two
talking.
pounds over after I had bought it. And I could use this to look after
"I had thought of a nice dignified something like five pounds.
myself until our pocket money from the government came.
But you brought four this time and maybe it will be better to
Then I remembered what Mother had told me. 1 remembered her maintain just that. "
t~lling me one day that anytime I got my first pay, I was to take
"And how much do I give you?"
something home. That part of this would be used to buy gin to pour
"Me?" She sounded quite shocked - "why should you bring
libation to the spirits of our forefathers so they would come and bless me anything? I do not need your money. All I want is for you to
me with prosperity. Th~t was why the first Saturday after pay-day,
be happy and you shall not be if they say you are bad. And do you
I went to the lorry park and took "The Tailless Animal". As for that
think I am an old fool to ask you for money? If you give that to
lorry, eh! I was not surprised to read in Araba' s letter the other
your father, you will be doing a lot. Say you will do it, Kofi."
day that Anan, its owner and driver has bought a bus. Anyone would
"1 shall do it Mother." I parroted.
after the two of them had for years literally owned what was to their
1 had a dazed feeling for the rest of the journey and the
right and to their left in the way of passengers.
whole day. I just could not figure it out. To begin with, whose
Of course I had always thought this money would go to Mother.
child was I? And calling that "college" did not help me either.
And so see, how do you think I felt when in a private discus~ion with
Besides he only paid half the fees since the Cocoa Brokers'
her the afternoon I arrived, she told me it would be better if I gave
Union to which he is a member had given me a .scholarship to
it to Father? I had decided on four pounds here too, reserving the
cover the other half. And anyway, Father. He is the kind of
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parent \vho c hec ks out lists so thoroughly you would think his
life depends upon them. And he doesn 't mi~d :vhich kind either.
Textbooks lists? "Hei, didn't I bu:y you a dIctIonary last year?" ...
The lists of provisions you needed to survive the near starvation diet
in a boarding school? "And whom are you going to feed with a dozen
Heinz baked beans?" Well you lmow them. In fact from talking to
people you learn that most fathers are like that and that's the onl:y
nice thing about it. Anyway Father is surely like that. It was a
battle he and I fought at the beginning of every term. Once v/hen
iIother didn't knO\V I was within earshot I heard her telling lny
little Aunt that Father always feel through his coins for the ones
which have gone soft to give awa J ! Don't laugh. It's not very funny
when you are his son. So you see why I got so mad to have Mother
talk to me in that \\'ay? And the main thing was, it wasn't the n10ney
I \vas giving a\vay which hurt me. It was the idea of Father getting
it. I had ahvays thought of making a small allowance for Mother
from the n1on1ent I started working. I was the third child. My two
older 'brothers \vere all working but married and couldn't care much
about the rest of us. There were tv~ 0 girls after me~ then one other
boy, Father pays the fees and complains all the time. I\'Iother
Inakes us clothes and feeds us too because the three pounds he gives
for our chop-n10ney is a nice joke, ~ fother peddles cloth but I know
she is not the fat rich market type - say ~ like Bekoe I s m other.
In the villages:> ou always have to settle for instalments and lTIOncy
comes in in such miserable bits someone like Mother with four
~hildren just spends every penny of her profit as it comes. It is
her favourite saying that she sells cloth for the fish -and -cassava
women. There is always a threat of her eating into her capital.
And naturally it was of her I had thought in terms of any n1oneygiving I was going to do.
But I obeyed her. I sent four pounds to Father at the end
of the relnaining- months and each tin1C just about burst up. l'\\rh~
not Mother: \tVhy not Mother?" I kept asking myself. It drove n1C
\vild.
Well, \ve went to the sixth forn1. And of course F:1ther
realized I 'v\ as still in school. He was quite proud of lTI<..' too. He
always managed to let slip into conversations \vith other n1('11 how
I(ofi was planning to go to the University. Oh. it was fine :1S long
as he was not paying ....
I passed higher and 'vvith lots of distinctions. I stopped \vorking
at mv holiday jobs to get ready to go to our noJional Uni,·ersity.
And then I met Mr. Buntyne. who had been our chemistry teacher.
He asked lue if I would be interested in a scholarship for an
An1erican University. He kne\v a business syndicate. They wcre
looking out for especially bright young people to help. The.''' h,~c1
not had an African yet. But he was sure they would be interested.
Of course I applied. There were endless forms to fill out but I got
the scholarship. And I came here.
Somehow I never forgot the money for Mother. I told
myself that I \vould do something about that the first thing after
graduation. Perhaps it is the 'vvay she genuinely thinks she does
not need my earnings that much which makes me want to do
something for her. I've even thought of finding a vacation job
here to do so I can send some of my pay home with express
instructions that it is for her. But that I know will distress her no
end. Better still, I planned to save as much money as I could so
I could take her about forty pounds or even four hundred to do
something with. Like building a house "for you children' as
she always put it. .....
And then somehow this thing happened. It was the very
first month I came. I was invited by Mr. Merrows to go and
have dinner \vith him and his fan1ilv.
He is either the chairman
of this syndicate vvhich brought me here or certainly one of its
top men. They came to pick me up from the campus to their
house. Oh to be sure. it was a high and mighty hut. Everything
'vvas perfect. There were other guests besides the Merro'vvs falTIily.
The food Was gorgeous but the main course for the evening \;vas me.
\\'hat did I think of America? Ho\v do I plan to use this unique
opportunity in the service of Africa? How many wives does my
father have? etc., etc., etc.
I
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I had assumed that everyone in the household was there at the
dinner table.
11"s. ;\Ierro\vs kept popping in and out of the kitchen
serving the food. And as I've said before, the food vvas really very
good. Everyone complimented her on it and she smiled and gave
the wives the recipes for this and that.
A couple of hours after the meal, 1\11'. Merro\vs proposed to
take me back to the calupUS because it \vas getting late. I agreed.
I said my thanks and gooc1nights and followed Mr. MerrowS to the
door. I w .ited ;for him while he pulled our the car from the garage.
He asked me to jump in and I did. But then he left his seat leaving
the engine running and returned some five or ten minutes later
followed by someone. It turned out to be a black women. You knO\V
what sometimes your heart does? Mine did that just then. Kind of
turned itself round in a funny way. Mr. Merrows opened the back
seat for her and said,
"Kofi, Mrs. Rye helps us with the cooking sometimes and
since I am taking you back anyway, I thought I could take her at
least half her way. Mrs. Hye, Kofi is from Africa. "
In the car she and I smiled each nervously to the other ....
I tried not to feel agitated ...
But then \vas it the next evening or two? I don't even
remember.
I was returning again to the campus from visiting a boy I
kne\\1 back at home and \iV'hom I had met the first few days I arrived.
I took the subway. When the train pulled up at the station, I got
into the car nearest to me. It looked empty. I sat down. Then I
raised my eyes and realised there was someone else in it. There
\vas a black woman sitting to the left end of the opposite seat.
Another black \voman.
No\;v I can't tcll whether she really was old or just middle -aged.
She certainly was not.) oung. I realised I had to be careful or I would
be staring. She was just normal black with a buttony mouth, pretty
dcep set eyes and an old black hand -bag. Someho\v I noticed the bag.
She 'vvas wearing the lined rain coat affair which everyone wears
around here in the autumn. Except that I felt hers was too thin for
that tilTIe of night.
Tha t time of night.
I got to thinking of what a woman her age would be wanting in
a subway car that time of night. I don't knO\V why but immediately I
relnembered the other one who had been an the Merrows' kitchen
\vhile they ate and 1 ate. Then I started getting confused. I can
swear the \~ oman kne\v I was trying not to stare. She most probably
knew too that I was thinking about her. Anyway, I don't know what
lTIade me. But I drew out my wallet. I had received money from my
scholarship. So I took some dollar bills, crun1.pled them in my
hand and jumped like one goaded with a firebrand.
"Eh.. eh.. I come from Africa and you remind me of my mother.
Please would you take this from me?"
And all the time ~ I \vas trying hard not to stare.
"Sit down, " she said.
I'lTI not sure I really heard these words above the din. But I
know she patted the space by her. The train was pulling up at a
station.
"You say you come from Africa?" she said.
"Yes, " I said.
"What are vou doing here, son?" she asked.
"A student, " I replied shortly.
"Son, keep them dollars. I sure know you need them more than
I do, " she said. And we did not have anything more to say to each
other. But no\v I could openly look at her face. I got out at the stop.
Of course she 'vvaved to me and smiled. I stood there on the platform
until the engine had \vheezed and raged out of sight. I looked at the
money which was still in my hand. I sort of felt like opening them
out; I did. There was one ten dollar bill and two single ones.
Twelve dollars. T'hen it occurred to me that that was as near to
four pounds as you could get. It \;vas not a constriction in the
throat. Rather the dazed feeling I had had that Sunday afternoon
on the high road to to\Vl1 came back. And as I stumbled through the
Exit, and up the stairs, I heard myself mutter, "0 Mother. "

